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L

Islam goes beyond the narrow concept of religion and'pr~scribe~
an ideal way of life encompassing all its myriad dimensions. It
provides a complete system eq1bracing socio-economic values, codes
and goals for the society to be pursued.

Of late, there has been revival of interest among the muslim
coun~ries to Islamise laws, education and society and to replace the
existing economic order with an Islami~ one.

Elimination of Interest is the greatest challenge facing muslim
countries seeking to restructure their economies in the light of Islamic
teachings. The International Institute of Islamic Economics,
Islamabad addressed itself to this ta,k by holding a numbel of
seminars and workshops to shed light on practical ways and replace-
ing the interest based m()netary and Financial system in consonance
with the teaching of Islam.

In December 1984 the institute held a Seminar on "Islamic
Financing Techniques", to hold comprehensive discussion of financing
techniques as mudharbah, Musharaka Ijara, Bai-Salam and Bai.
MuajjaljMurahaba. The idea was that Banking practices be
reorganised by using such techniques of financing as permissible in
Islam and which give promise of positive returns to depositors.

In view of the growing interest in such practiCes not o~ly 1U

muslim countries but in many free enterprise economies we are
PUblishing in this issue, three papers read in the Seminar, with the i



kind permission of the International Institute of Islamic Economics,
Islamabad.

It is however clarified that the Institute has requested the authors
of the papers to revise them in the light of the comments and discus-
sions made during the Seminar.

. The: proceedings. of the Seminar. shall be published by the
Institute which will include the papers as well as the comments and-
discussions on the papers.

-Editor

l!";
I
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Mudharba : Principles and Practical Applications ••
DR. MA'BID ALI AL-JARHI*

J. INTRODUCTION

All praIse is due to Allah, the Cherisher of the universe,

and praise be on the seal of the prophets, Muhammad,

peace be upon him.

The origin of the word mudharaba comes from dharaba til ardb,'
meaning to travel far on earth indicating an example of the efforts
used in investing done by the mudharib. Another synonym of
mudharaba is giradh. Its origin comes from garadha, meaning to cut,
implying one's setting aside a part of his capital for investmentl,
which is done by rabulmal, or capitalist, or financier.

* Senior Economist, Department of Research & Statistics, Arab
Monetary Fund, Abu Dhabi; U.A.E.
**This paper was written in response to a request by the International

Institute of Islamic Economics, Islamabad, The Author has benefitted
immensely from a recently published research in Arabic by Abdul
Sattar Abu Ghuddah, and borrowed heavily from it, as footnotes will
subsequently show.

Acknowledgement is due to the Institute for its encouragemont
and patience with several broken deadlines. Thanks are also due to

t:'j Mrs. Souad Muhammad Farag for typing the paper.

The paper, as it stands, is in a preliminary form, which would
require further improvements through, at least, the expansion of some
parts. I pray to Allah to assist us along the road of learning for His
sake and the sake of His message.

(1) (Ibn Manzoor) ~" ••~1I' "';~I.,,-JI",;AlJI C:I;=.-f "':-'.I"ll 01.••.J. ))i~.~I
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(Academy of Arabic)
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The Hanafis and Hanbalis, following the convention prevailing in

Iraq hay:; used the words mudharaba. Meanwhile, the Malekis and
Shafe'is have used the word giradh or mugaradha foHowing the con-

vention of Hijaz. Both words have acquired the same meanings

linguistically, that is, to invest the financial capital provided by others
for a share of profit.

In fiqh, both mudharaba and giradh refer to a profit-and-Ioss-

sharing (PLS) contract of a company in which the first party (or

parties)(rabbulaml, or the capitalist) participates with financial capital,

and the second party (mudharib, or the worker) with his etrort2• The

resulting profit is apportioned between the two parties according to a
preagreed formula.

(2 i Schools of thought give different wordings of that definition,
but with the same general meaning, Compare:

• 0.; •••1••.••.11 c,,\A~::JIJ u6'.)AJI JllII;t)'''';''JI • o~.>1f )l;;_J!J.:~

(Abu Ghudda), The Second Islami Bank Conference, l403H
(1983). p. 3

1..:-";1) ,).•••. 1 ~IJ."-I • Jo~UI u~
...-:.:••i,.. • (I982) A 1401 • c" JJe!

(Imam Malek)

, Je~J! JI~ • },bJ':I1 J::l • (u::H(.,,~1 ~ u! JIO u! .If) l,jj()~1 *
(AI-Shawkani) .392-390 ",~,,=i..••' t,)" •.•~JI' ~JI' 1973 'c"Jft/

JI,) , c,,1,)1)':11~: ..•c:.~' (iJlj~1 ~J~I ,J. ~.J,! ,J. )"04.~) ~Jr~1 If<

(AI-Bahouti) 327 ~'" ull:J1 • .,;~I/b 1046 ' o."IbWI ' .,,(AJI
J;jjJ'r:j J ",~.••l)~ ' "';~J~l1tl5:'•.•'il .-::~ .• '(<s)UJI .irl'~ ,J. J.-I) <s)UJI If<

c,,\"'.,,:k..•• l,jJJ':I1 ",:,,-:kJl J£:. J.-! ~~lbl.)~t~ J lJl~J..>II ~t.r.1 yt •.,JI¥

(AI-Qari) '536 ~ '(1981) ••1401 o),~ ' .-::.•ltS

'u-JJ':II .-::,,-:J..JI • c"J.;,! 'uLAJI y\;;SOI )I~ '...-:.:~••.JI..,Ji' ~l::- J:_.1I •••

(Sabiq) • 202 ",~,,=-,.•• ' ..;...'Wl ..u.~.JI' (1961) "1391



Mudharaba: Principles and Practical Applications 3

II. MUDHARABA AS A COMPANY

Contemporary writers of islamIc j urisprudcnce have defined
mudharaba as a profit-and-Ioss-sharing (PLS)l. Since this contract is a
form of a company, it would be helpful to review the related classifica-
tion of contracts and companies. It must be noted though that the
classification of mudbaraba as a contract owes its origin to the Hanbali
school, whose oplnion in this regard dominated the opinion of those
classifying mudharaba as a semi-employment arrangement in which
one party's services are compensated for through payment2•

Companies are classified into two categories. The first category is
the property company JlJI ;;.~~ in which an asset and/or its services
are jointly owned by more than one persons. The property company is
either voluntary or obligatory40. It is voluntary as in the case of more
than one person being gifted some asset and having accepted such
gift, or when they jointly purchase some asset. It is obligatory in the
case of be bequest. In the case of such company. no partner can
talce any actions regarding the share of the other partner.

The second kind is the contractual company ~."AA.!I"J.)r in which
persons agree on some course of a joint action5, particularly a formula
for providing capital and sharing profit6• Contractual companies are
of five kinds:

1. Rein Company 0l~••.JI :u-r in which a number of persons
----- - --- -- -----~-----------------

(1) Please refer to the introduction above.
(2) Al-Qari, op. oit .• p. 536.
(3) Sabiq. op. cit., p. 255-2~6.

-J (4) AI-Qari. op. cit., p. 536.
(5) Sabiq, op. cit., p. 356.
"(6) Compare this opinion with that of Abu Ghuddah. op. cit .•

p. 3. where he states that the filst party volunteen his efforts. My
opinion is tbat the guestion of dividing profits is separate from that
of compensating the second party for his efforts. When that party
gets no share of the profits, he also hears no share of the loss. In
this case, be becomes an agent who must be compensated for his work.
As will he discussed later on, when the second party violates some
of the mudharaba conditions, he guarantees the return of the
principal plus profits in full, and gets only his wage in the effort
spent.
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jointly provide capita! and effort for investment. Neither
capital nor effort need to be shared equally, while profit is to
be divided according to a preagreed formula.

2. Mudharaba Company "';I)L,.O. •.JI :i.f"j..;Z in which perwns provide a
second party specific resources for investment for a prespecifi.
ed share of the profit. When the profit share of the capital
provider is set to zero, the company collapses to a mere
(interest-free) loan. When the profit share of the second
party is set to zero, the companv collapses to a mere ibdha,
tL,.;,.!I, or a trading arrangement through which the first party
provides "merchandise" to the second party who sells it
obtaining none of the resulting profit. but being compensated
only for his effort6• The second party may accept such
arrangement for the benefits resulting from pooling some of
his resources with those of the first party in investment. The
larger size of capital could bring forth higher profits on the
investment of the second party's funds?

3. Labour Company ~I..I!':JI",S-r8 which is composed of persons
pooling their efforts and expertise to undertake jointly certain
tasks and share the returns according to some preset
proportions. It is not necessary that members of such company
should have the same profession, not the returns gained be a
result of the effort of both9•

4. Party Company :i";'.Jl.Q.11 ~S-r which gives all partners equal
power to act on behalf of each other in all fields. It thus
encompasses all the categodes of companies combined10.
Parity in power between partners has been considered by some
as sufficiently critical to insist they also should be equal in

-----~------._-------------
(7) (1980) '" 1400 ' ~:rUj I ",~~"••."....jI ' ",~~.•,",.•.•~I ~\.JJ':;JI.J c.,l~.J~I ;;;lj"

(Fiqh Encyclopedia) 178-173 ",;;.:s.",,' JJ':J! ",j~1

(8) It is also called bodies, skills, or undertaking company.
Sabiq, p. 360.

(9) Sabiq, op. cit., p. 359-360) ; Al-Qari, op. cit.. p. 561-562.

(18) Al-Qari, op. c;L p. 563.

,..r
l
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wealthll. Others, noting that absolute parity cannot be
as~ertained, opined that such company would be prohibited12•

5. Goodwill Company o-"~-,,JI ;i.S-.J~ in which partners do not
provide any capital. Instead they use their goodwill to
obtain credit from suppliers. This is why the Shafe'i aDd
Maliki schools prohibited such company, noting that
companies are related to either effort or capital, whereas both
are abscent18• However, the Hanafis and HanbaUs have
approved it on the basis of the effort it involves14•

We can therefore conclude that mudharaba is best viewed as
company in the form of a contractual arrangement. This view
facilitates its treatment as a set of economic relationships, within the
legal institutional framework. Obviou5ly behavioral as well a.
analytical implication can be more easily visualized in this context.

111. LEGITIMACY

Scholars are unanimous about the legality of mudharaba. The
companions of the Prophet havt~ dealt according to this form, and
examples are many15. AI-Shafe'i reports that Dmer the Calif placed
funds owned by an orphan with someone to use it in mudharaba.

The two sons Umer, Abdullah and Ubaidullah, were reported to
have gone to join the army in Iraq. On their return, they passed by
AI-Bassra, where its governor, Abu Mussa AI-Asha'ary, offered to
lend them money which they could use for trade, on the condition that
they would repay the principal to the Calif in Madina. They used
the money to buy merchandise in Iraq which they sold in Madina for
a profit. When they came to the Calif Umer to repay the principal,
he asked if all the soldiers in the army were loaned in the same
manner. When they said no, Umer deduced that the two men were

~-----------,---------_._----~--~----------
(11) Sabiq, op. cit., p. 357-359.
(12) This is the opinion of AI-Shafe'i, Sabiq, op. cit., p. 358.
(13) Sabiq, op, cit., p. 359.
(14) AI-Bahouti, op. cit., p. 339, and Sabiq, op. cit., p. 359.
(15) AI-Shawkani, op. ci*., p. 394, and Sabiq, op. cit., p. 203-204.
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particularly loaned because they were his children. He therefore
demallded the payment of the principal and the profit.

Yet, Ubaidullah remarked that if the money were lost, they would
have had to repay regardless. One person present suggested that the
deal wou-ld be considered as mudharaba in which profit would be
shared equally between the two men and BaitulmalJ. Umer approved16.

Uthman, the Calif, reported that he was given money for
mudharaba17• The Prophet, peace be upon him, himself worked on
mudharaba-basis with Khadija's money18. In addition Hakiem Ibn
Hezam reported that when AI-Abbass, gave money to anyone on the
b.asis of mudharaba, he would set a condition that the mudharib19
would not use it in trading in perishables, nor the goods purchased be
carried by sea or through a flood route. Otherwise the mudharib
guarantees the principal. The Prophet, peace be upon him, when
petitioned to review that condition, gave his approval20.

The consensus of the scholars is that mudharaba existed before
Islam, and the Prophet, peace be upon him, approved of it21; according
to Ibn Hajar. In addition Ibn Hazm says "Each sectioll of fiqh has a
known origin in Qura'an and Sunnah, except for girad, which has
none such, but it is a correct and absolute consensus22".

(16) Imam Malak, op. cit., p. 479-480; AI.Shafe'i, and AI.
Darqatni in AI-Shawkani, op. cit., p. 394.

(17) AI-Shawkani, op. cit., p. 394; Imam Malek; op. cit., p. 480~

(18) (Ibn Hazm) ",;:~l~li If-.)..JI ,)\;."j ':Jl jl,) uk:.J1 i?- u1 oJ..::'- u! J.e.
.(1907) 11>1387O.)lI>lAJI

(19) Mudharib, is the second party in the mudharaba contract.

(20) AI-Shawkani, op. cit., p. 394, reported by Al-Darqatni and
AI- Baihaqi.

(21) Sabiq, op. cit., p. 203.

(22) Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p. 3 ; and Al-Abadi, r"~).I"\~", -Ul1,).~",
• 4"j....,':J1 S.,:.tJJ.,JJI ,)W"il • '':r"')\..''il ujWI .:r ~"';!rJl~~. ~,)~,

.214-208 ~. (1981) ,,1402J."~I ~I •4~1ll1
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IV. PREREQUISITS

There are five conditions which need to be satisfied in order to
have a legitimate mudharaba. They include the contractual form,
and conditions related to partners, capital, labour (effort), as well as
profit2S•

A. Contractual Form:

As a cantract, mudharaba must contain the two main clements,
viz, an offer and its acceptance. Details related to the form of the
offer and its acceptance are many, and have been elaborated by

jurists24•

It must be noted, in addition, that tbe contractual relatiallship
between the two parties: rabbulmal and the mudharib is flexible in
the sense that it fits into different moulds, some of which are25 :

1. When the mudharib receives the capital, he is considered as a
trustee who is obliged to return the funds jf requested before
starting to work.

2. When the mudharib starts working, he becomes an agent of
rabbulmal, acting on his behalf.

3. When profit is realized, the relationship becomes a contractual
company in which profit is to be shared.

4. If for some reasons to be elaborated below, mudharaba
becomes void and therefore nullified, it is transformed
automatically to an employment contract. In this case,

(23) AI-Abadi, op. cit., p. 214, clnd Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p. 4.
The flve conditions have been mentioned by

AI-Nawawi in : •..~l:klJ r..r":JI. .•••~I ",:-,,::S:'.jl c w:::HkJ1 "'~';'.J), ~.JyH tl",,~1
..ruI.J

The following exposition of those conditions has been adopted from
Abu Ghudda, op. cit.

(24) See. for example, AI-Qari. op. cit., p. 549-553.
(25) The above forms are listed by Abu Ohudda while being

credited to the Hanafi school among others. See Abu Ghudda, op.
cit., p. 9, 10.
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rabbulmal gets all the profit and bears all the losses. The
mudharib gets a corresponding wage if mudharaba is profit-
able. Otherwisl!:, he gets no wage at al126,

5. If the mudharib violates some of the conditions or restrictions
contained in the contract, he becomes an usurper who is fully
responsible for guaranteeing the return of the capital in full.

B. Conditions Related to Partners :

Mudharaba partners must be legally competent. Rabbulmal
(capitalist) must be competent to appoint an agent, either directly or
through his legal guardian. The mudharib must be competent to act
as an agentS7•

C. Conditions Related to Capital :

The mudharaba capital should have the following characteristics:

1. It should be in monetary, or at least financial form not in
merchandise form (o}::-=JI ~.J.) •.). The reason is that the
value of merchandise might change during the period of
mudharaba, which introduces uncertainty to the value of
capital and, hence, to the profit. However, the Hanafis and
Hanbalis opined that merchandise would be acceptable, if the
mudharib is authorized to sell it at the outset and then use it
as capital. The Hanbalis also approved of providing capital
in the form of tools and machinery. In this case, depreciation
must be deducted from profits. This amounts to treating
depreciation in the same manner that losses are compensated
for from successive gains in the case of financial capital, for
the rule is to keep onc's capital intact28.

(26) This is justified because it prevents void mudharaba to
become more profitable to the rnudharib than the legitimatc one.

(27) Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p. 4.

(28) This is thc opinion of the author, which is alluded to by
Abu Ghudda (op. cit., p. 5), but found no basis for it. The
basis hcre is that the principal of keeping capital intact before
sharing profit must be applied equally to both financial and
rcal capital.

•
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2. It should be present either at the time af concluding the
contract or at the time of starting operations.

3. It should not be in the form of de bt (receivables), for debt
mayor may not be collectable. It is possible that the
mudharaba contract appoints the mudharib as a collecting
agent to colkct the debt and then invest it. If the debt is
owed to the mudharib himself, it should bc present with him

at the time of contract29•

4. It should be of quantity and quality known at contract time.

5. It should be handed in to the mudharib. The Hanbalis ruled
out that it is sufficient to make it available part by part
depending on the investment requirements.

6. It should not be composed of funds mortgaged with the
mudharib against a debt owed by rabbulmal, even if rebbulmal
allows the mudharib to use the mortgaged funds for invest-
ment. It is noted in this regard that the rul':s related to
mortgage according to the Malekis is that the mortgage funds
are to be kept as security but not to be used for any purpose.
It is also noted that some shareholders in Islamic banks
borrow using their shares as collateral. To apply the above
rule renders that either the bank is not allowed to invest the
value of these shares, or when it does, (a) it does not
guarantee the principal, and (b) the net profit ,after deducting
costs) goes to rabbulmal3o• This is similar to the case of
lbda' in which all the net profit goes to the capitalist.

--"----- - ~- --- --- .--- -~- - - ---- ..-----

(29) The sGholars disagreed on whether a debt owed to the
mudharib qualifies to be capital. This was probably in concern for
its presence with him; Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p::,5.

(30) Please refer to Sa1;)iq,op. cit., p. 153 -160 for the conditions
of the mortgage. Abu Ghudda (op. cit., p. 16) puts forward the
view that the value of the stocks are considered as a trust when
invested by permission of the mortagegee. The profit in this case
may be shared by both parties. The opinion we offer above is
close to the gcneral mortgage rules.
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D. Conditions Related to Labour:

The mudharib, who presents labour in the mudharaba arrange~
ment, is Supposed not to violate the rules of the contract. He is also
supposed to stay within the restrictions set out by rabbulmal, provided
that luch restrictions would not completely close the door for investing
the funds.

The Hanafis and Hanbalis allow for a time limit to be set for
mudharaba, while the Malekis and Shafe'is do not. The mudharib
may provide the funds on the basis of mudharaba to another mudharib
(subcontracting), but rabbulmal may prohibit him from doing so.

A question is raised on whether the mudharib can be asked to
provide guarantees. Scholars have agreed that an absolute guarantee
of capital automatically nullifies the mudharaba contract, with the
exception of the Hanafis who nuHify the condition, keeping the
contract in effect. Meanwhile guarantees against negligence, contract
violations, and inability to meet one's obiigations are permissible.

A question arises on whether rabbulmal is allowed to work with
the mudharib. Some scholars give a negative answer, on the basis
that the mudharib must have full authority to act. Some Shafe'is reason
that (when rabbulmal can appoint two mudharibs, neither would have
full authority. Therefore. they allow rabbulmal to work with the
mudharib even if this limits the latter's power.

Abu Ghudda31 uses this opinion as a basis of approving the
participation of rabbulmal in contemporary companies. in managerial
or techenical capacities, especially that these companies have legal (as
opposed to natural) personaiities where decisions are made by a
selected group.

In addition. scholars allowed rabbulmal to volunteer his assistance
to the mudharib without payment, and when the second party to the
mudharaba contract is not rabbulmal (e.g., parent or guardian), he
may work with the mudharib.

(31) Abu Ghudda. op. cit .• p. IS.
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Finally, the mudharib is authorised to do the following catogories

of tasksS2 :

1. A category related to the nature of mudharaba and to
business convention in general, e.g., to pruchase, sell, lease,
mortgage, etc.33•

2. A category related to his power of discretion (if he is 60

a!1owed), e.g., giving the capital to another mudharib, or

mixing it with another.

3. A category that is not allowed unless explicitely statttd in
the contract, e.g., borrowing, donation, etc.

E. Conditions Related to Profit:

Profit, according to the Hanafi opinion can be earned in three
ways. The first is to use one's capital. The second is to employ one's
labour. The third is to employ one's judgement which amouuts to
taking risk as in the case of subcontracting. The last way of earning
profit is called by scholars dhaman iJ'I.J..3!\.

In mudharaba, the way profit must be apportioned betweon
rabbulmal and the mudharib must be agreed upon and stated in
advance. Since profit is defined by Muslim scholars as growth of
capital, the share of the mudharib must be related to profit and no~ to

capital.

L
j

t32) These are taken from AI-Abadi, op. cit" p. 230 as adapted

from (AI-Mirghaniani) • ~I ,yl • Jlo~i. ft.J1• ,)G uJ' ~ ~ IiiJJI ~l",~
.211-210 r.f ' .:;.J~J1 ",.>~I • :,)",UJI • IJ""'J-"YI ~s::..JI

(33) Compare this with Abu-Ohudda. op. cit., p. 7~ 8 ; where he
aceepts thc concept of Bussiness common practices and convention.

(34) The other three schools mention the fiut two only. Sec
AI-Abadi, op. cit., p. 231-233 ; and (AI-Kassani). U:!~l",~) JI.co ISlI
~# -' ~..l,Aj '21.J~' '-r;;; J 2~1 ~1J4 (J'I.. l5JI ::''-''

• ~,.,..'WI• .,..::.....,WI ~ ' ~W&o J~ oA-I
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V. SUMMARY OF BASIC RULRS35
A. General Rules:

1. Profit is to be shared jointly according to a preagrecd and
declared formula.

2. Profit is to be calculated as growth in capital. When no

profit is realized, the mudharib must be compensated for his
efforts.

3. Release of funds by capitalist either at once or in parts as
need arises.

4. Restrictions, permission, and authorization, when agreed are
aI1owed.

B. Reasons for NulJificatioD :

".1. Restricting profit distribution to one party of the company in
exclusion of the other.

2. The mudharib"s bearing a part of the loss without his violation
of contract rules.

3. Indetermination of the mudharib's profit share (qualitative
description is not enough).

4. Setting a condition on the mudharib to guarantee principal,
without his violating the contract.

5. Making the participation of rabbulmal in work a precondi- t

tion.

VI. SCOPE3S

Some fiqh writers have limited the scope of mudharaba to mere
commercial activities, viz, buying and selling. We can mention in

(35) Summarized from Abu Ghudda, op. cit.. p. 7.

(36) AJ-Abadi. op. cit.. p. 218, 219 ; Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p. 8.
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: this regard the Maleki Ibn Rushd37• the Shafe'i Ibn Hajar38, and the
I Hanafi A 1-Sarkhassi39•

Other scholars expanded the scope of mudhRraba to include
trade, agriculture and industry. In this group, we find from the

I Malekis Sahnoon40, from the Hanafis Ibn Abdeen41, and practically all
the Hanbali scholars42• The opinion of those depend on two
arguments. The first is that the scope of mudharaba was narrowed to
reduce uncertainty ));.JI. However. while a wider scope would increase
uncertainty, this would not necessarily lead to cODflict43

• The second
is that business practices at the time may have influenced the pro-
ponents of a narrow scope. It is therefore better to allow what is
acceptable by convention without getting to specifics which change by

time and customsu.
V. FUND PLACEMENT THROUGH INSTITUTION

Writers have recently tried to investigate whether mudbaraba is
applicable to "Islamic" banks45• This was a reaction to the effort of

(37) (Ibn Rushd, Sr.) • ("l,~J'-i,,5~)Jl J,:;) 01 ~ 01.;.•••.1 0! ~) wW) ~I
#> 1398 0yA>lQJ I • ...:;;~ I )1 ~ • "'::"'i I.JJ I •....::...:kJ I 'J •••••.jj.l.t .....:::lrl .J J.r~",J I .....:::1J.l

.(1978)

(38) (Ibn Hajar) ",;:AA,J (U"'~rJI )~~ w! J_I cJ.J.JI Y\r~) .;""••. wi!
• ~Lr~ .•.JI C.;1;..1 (,l::""",JI

(39) (Al-Sarkhassi) • k.J .••.~•.J1 «",->-_)' •.JI ,)-.•.~I 0! ~) u-"'.J.JI
• 0.J.l~J I o~ L••••.J' ",::A~b.•

(40) (Sahnoon) (~jl .J ..leAH u"'.J;;JI I.:"'~~>wi ~~~•• 0! rL.•~t 0~) 0.)~:or••

. (1978) It> 1398 O.J.)d ' -,~.Q.J1)l~ '(IY11 w1 SJI .• t~ ••.JI-\~) 15)~S::JI •....~j-'..I •••II
(41) (Ibn Abdeen) )~J1 J•. .;\;;;.,,,,l\ ~) .....::~..::;l••. '(w~ .•1 Ji) 0~J.l\o:.wll

.(1966) .1386 o-,,,,\,J\' ~1.l'I:JIu!\:JIl.:>~k•.•••.•, •....;n~JllI\~,.:kJl ;\;~ ..•JI

(42) AI-Bahooti, op. cit.,
(43) Abu Ghudda, 01'. cit., p. 8.
(44) Ibid.; Ibn Abdeen, op. cit.
(45) AI-Arabi) • •....; .•"j.••':11 i' l;.:JI ~; c.\..1"';I:>c.. • utr"J I oiillJ:o:. Ji-

.(1965) ,.1385 o-,,,,LAJI • ~ .••,,~ .,;~

(Abdu) 1965 ' e:.ll\ )I~ ' ~.J..It! ' J,jl.,i ~I S":'1 ' 0.A~ ~o:. >:<

(Hammoud) l/I~)~I-, J~ L.•.! lI\;i).,PJI Jl...••o:. ~l .r.-,~i• ~-''''''''1.$•• 1•• *
.1976' •.J#>lijl • ",:~l~klJyirJ\ ~Ll'I:j'~I)b ' •...•~~.•)\ .•:~'I*

AlcAbadi, op. cit.

-------------------------------
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establishing financial institutions which would follow the rules of
Sbaria'. However. this situation is not peculiar to banks. Any
institution, whether financial or non-financial can obtain funds to
invest from savers. Therefore, in what follows, the application of
mudharaba is discussed in relation to all investment institutions, taken
to encompass. commercial, agricultural, industrial and financial enter-
prises of all sizes and legal structures.

Placing funds through these institutions is characterized by pooling
of funds and Continuity of placement. Those characteristics have
been thought to be non-conforming to the rules of mudharaba. In
addition. the requirement of settlement of operations before calculating
the profit has been considered as problematic. This is discussed in
what follows, before the alternative adaptations to Uludharaba are
reviewed.

A. Pooling and Continuity:

1. Pooling of Funds.

Whenever a mudharib accepts funds from more than one person,
and whenever he does not invest each sum in a separate venture, he is
pooling funds. This does not present any particular problem in the
case of these sums owned by the same individual. All scholars allow
for pooling in this case either before investing the (first and con-
secutive) sums, or after the first SUul has been liquidated. The malekis
approve of pooling the different sums owned by the same individual at
all times<CG.When different sums advanced are owned by different
individuals. the following principles must be observed:

(a) The mudharib must be capable of handling the investment of
aJl the funds he received.

(b) The mudharib must have fhe permission of those who place
funds with him to pooI47.

(46) Abu Ghudda, op. cit, p. 20.

(47) The Malekis do not require permission, Abu Ghudda,
op. cft.• p. 20.
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2. Continuity of Mudharaba.

Continuity of mudharaba can be justified as automatic renewal of
which is based on prior approval. Therefore it' funds were placed for
one year, and mudharaba ended in six months, it would b~ understood
implicitly that the mudharib is permitted to reinvest in another
mudharaba.

Abu Ghudda48 raises the question of whether the profit would be
,reinvested or paid out, which would imply that the loss of the first
mudharaba (or a part thereof) can be offset by some of the profit of
the second mudharab. This would be unfavourable to rabbulmal. It
would also imply that the profit or' the first mudharaba would offset
the loss (or part thereof) of the secqnd one, thus depriving the
mudharib of his profit share due on the first mudharaba.

Abu Gudda suggests in this regard to design mudharaba operations
lasting from the begining to the end of the financial year41l, Funds
placed before the begining of the year would be treated as interest-free
loans. Funds withdrawn (against rules of contract?) would not earn
any profit.

This solution is impractical, for it constrains the investing institu-
tion with regard to choosing the proper timing and maturities for its
investment. Particularly, pooling of funds would require relating the
maturity structure of investments as a whole with that of funds
received as a whole.

"I My opinion is that whether the profit should be distributed at the
end of each mudharaba or reinvested must be left to the agreement
between the tDudharib and rabbulmaI. It would even be better to
allow the investing institution to set the date of profit distribution,
preferably at the end of the financial year.

B. Settlement and Profit Calculus:

Scholars use the word tandheedh w4:: ••. :j' to mean the liquidation
of all real assets of a mudharaba arrangement (through their cash
-+------------ ---~--~-- ~----------------"--

(45) Ibid.

(49) Abu Ohudda, op. cit., p. 21.
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sale), immediately before calculating the proHt. However, questions
were raised on whether asset evaluation would be sufficient for the
purpose of settlement.

Abu Ghudda's o1'inion5o is that there is no need for actual
liquidation when neither rabbulmal nor the mudharib is withdrawing
from mudharaba. In the cas~ of fund pooling, the party whose fund-
placement matures would be considered withdrawing (by permission)
from mudharaba; and therefore has sold to the other partners the
part of his share in the assets which has not been liquidated yet, as
evaluated on the date of his withdrawal. This is legitimate as an
agent.conducted trust sale :i.:J,,:.l1 Jr.7"" u~ :i,jl. ••.11 (:1.

It must be noted, however, that evaluating assets at withdrawal
time would complicate the accounting process, especially that in some
institutions, entry and withdrawal are made almost daily. If we would
authorize the mudharib to distribute profits only at the end of the
financial year, then funds are withdrawn, the final settlement. would
not be made until the end of the financial year. At the same time
assets would be evaluated.

C. Attempts for Alternative Adaptations:

The opinions elaborated above are motivated by the flexibility
inherent in Islamic Shari a' when it comes to protecting legitimate
interest of all parties concerned, avoiding the imposition of unnecessary
harm, and giving ample room for lawful economic activities. Some
scholars attempted to find alternative adaptations of mudharaba.
Four are reviewed in this section. The fifth is a call to stick to the
form of a simple mudharaba company as, when interpreted with the
above spirit, this can fulfil our contemporary needs.

1. The Investing Institution as Both Mudbarib and Rabbulmal51;

This form considers the investing istitution as mudharib, and
those advancing funds as rabbulmaI. However, since the
investing institution advances the same funds to direct
investors (businessmen), it can be considered as rabbulmal.

(50) Abu Ghud da, op. cit., p. 17.
(51) AI-Arabi, op ciL, p. 36, AI-Aba ii, op. ciL, p. 257,

c.
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This from is clear and simple. Yet it helps little in answering
the questions related to pooling and profit calculus52•

2. The Investing Institution as Partner and Then Rabbulmali3 :

This opinion considers the institution as a partner with those
who placed funds with it, through its participation with its
own financial resources supplied by its shareholders. Then
the institution carries out the management of the financial
pool on band in the capacity of an agent to both shareholders
and those who placed funds with it.

This opinion leads to two results. The first is that since the
institution is a partner with others, profits and losses are to be
shared. The second is that the institution can be given an
extra ,percentage of the profit for its own management effort.
In addition, this opinion allows for pooling as well as settle-
ment before liquidation54•

3. The Investing Institution As Agent5S :

If those who place funds authorize the institution to inveit
their funds, it acts as mudharib, while the owners of the
financial pool are rabbulmaI. If the authorization is to
finance projects, in return for a commission paid out to the
institution by fund owners, it acts as an agent.

4. The Investing Institution as a Joint Mudharib :
This alternative is contributed by Hammoud56 who views

(52) Abu Ghudda, op. cit" p. 10.
(53) (Theoretical and Praetical Encyclopedia) J.JJ.JI ~l,.j)ll

lbI937 o,jl>lAlI • "'~:-4':A••)l1 S.,,¥J ",~:l•...JI.JlI'::e.l.Ail ""~.Jo ••,.,..J1 ',,~: .•':A••)l1 S~U
.27-23 ~ ' J,j)ll • ,P-JI • (1977)

(54) Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p. 10.

(55) AI-Jammal) • ",::-o':A.)lI J,!-, ••~JICJ,j:1 .J ...;)l.,-,J i • J~I '"="'~.)~

.192 d" J.J)l1 ~I • 0,",,:-' AI-Abadi, op. cit, p. 238-239 JJ,)~J1)1.)

(56) Hammoud, op. cit., p. 428, ff.; AI-Abadi, op. cit., p.
234-239 t The Theoretical and Practical Encyclopedia, op. cit.,

p.23-27.
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mudhaq.ba as composed of t4ree parties: rabbulmal, the
proje~t manager ~s a sp~cial mud4~rib, an.dth,~ Il1~titution as
a joint mudharib in the sense that he acts as such for more
than one rabbulmaI. Hammoud then draws similarity between
the concept 0f a joint mudharib and a joint wGrker, who
provides his serv.i(;es f0r more than one person, e.g., a repair-
man in his ~h(,)p, a laundry man, a tailor, etc.

The specification of the joint mudharaba and its claimed
similarity with joint workmaniihip allows Hammoud to draw
some important but controversial conclusions. First, is that
the right to restrict mudharaba movcs from rab~ulP1al to the
joint mudharib. Second, the joint mudharib guar,antees the
principal to rabbulmal as the joint worker guarantees the
goods provided to him by his (joint) ep.lploy.ers, e.g., things to
repair or to clean. Third, dividing profit does npt reguire
tandeedh, since that is meant to keep lapital intact which is
done through the guarantee of mudharib.

Jhe ~bove resl,llts h.B:ye 1l!et with strong obj~ctions from
several sourcesS7• In particular, the similarity drawn between
th,e joint mudharaba and the joint worker. suc,Q claimed
simil~rity ha~ 1;10jurisprudential support. In adgition, the
joint werker guarant~es the objects in his custody o)lly under
certain conditions58•

5. The Mudharaba as a Company: An EClectic View:

Abu Gudda59 considers the different Muslim schools of
thought to be successive attempts to formQLllte a.n 9pinion,

ijtihad. While indivi4uals D:1ay hesitate in moving frOn;l one
school of thought tp anoth~r qt:;p~nding Ql1 cQnvenic;J.lC~"t4~.
society as a wbol~ should do so, especially when It is looking
for an important general application.

--~---_._--~.. ----_ ..._------ ~~_..-._- ------~---------
(57) The TheoI etical and Prac~ical Encyclopedia, 0l?' cit., Al-

Bbadi op. cit., Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p. 11, 12.

. (58) Fiqh Encyclopedia, op. cit., p. 297, 298.
(59) Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p. 13, 14.

•
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Abu Ghudda continues to say that it is important to distih~
gliish between the case- in which a jurisprudential' opinion' is
based on tcxts (of Qura'a or Sunnah), and the casc in wh'ich
an, opinion- is based on jurisprudential rules which in turn
have been deduced from other opinions through ijtihad or
which itself leaves some room fot ij tihad.

Some opinions in Fiqh are mere applications of the following
rules:

(a) The realization of legitimate interests.

(b) Elimination of means to transgress.

(c). Convention.

(d) Necessity or lack thereof.

:i.Ly •.JI eJl.,...:.,J'I'

~ l..oiJ I ~ IJ S ..(..

d "'Iy

oJJy.,&JI

t
I

From the above, Abu Ghudda reaches some important con-
c1fiSions8o :

1. The mudharaba contract had been known in pre'"Islimic
times, but then approved by the Prophet, peace be upon him.

2. The conditions set in detail by Muslim scholars were the
product of necessity and convention at their time.
Therefore, thoo)e conditions are the product of ijtihad solely61.

4. Mudharaba is suited to cover the modern institutional set-up
for investment, for it has kept its legal form, that is being a
company, whose most important characteristics is the forgiving
of slight discrrepancies.

We can therefore conclude that the tendency to develop laborious
alterhatives \lith tedious jurisprudential justifications is not justified,
not needed.

V. MODERN APPLICA nON

When mudharaba was used during the early years of Islam, the
I number- of investors was limited, the size of capital was small, and

((0) Abu Gliudda, op. cif, p. 14.
(61) Abu Ghudda supports this 0p1DlOn by referring- to lbo-

I Rtshd Sr., op. cit., vol. 2 p. 252, and others, Abu Ghudda" op." cit .•
p, 14.

___•••••••••mmm,., •••,OLJ,a:mw•.•••..c.:.,U.=1i .•LiL&i&2LEli&
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technology allowed for simple commercial, agricultural and manufactu-
ring venturer However, the form of mudharaba as a PLS company has
been easily adaptable to quantitative as well as qualitative changes.

Contemporary conditions require creative institutional framework,
within wh~ch the PLS company arrangement can develop to face the
chaUenges of huge number of investors, enormous, financial rcsources,
and ever expanding technological frontiers. In this section, some
applications of mudharaba are discussed under both non-banking and
banking arrangements.

I

•• I
I

A. Non-Banking ArraDgements :

People can channel their savings to investment directly through
either fund placement or shareholding.

1. Fund Placement :

A saver can place his funds directly with an investor who could
be an individual bussinessman or a, company, both working in trade,
production, or services. Th!s form is a straightfoward mudharaba
contract which would satisfy the necessary conditions mentioned above.

In an Islamic economy, it should be permissible for individual and
corp or tate bussiness concerns to accept investment deposits meaning
funds placed with such institutions for investment purposes according
to the rules of mudharaba Those deposits can be collected against
deposit certificates62 which can be standal'ized legally into two forms:

" (a) General investment certificates. .
(b) Specific investment certificates.

Those certificates can be issued in various denominations and
maturities. They would be tradable, which would create a secondary (.
market for them.

2. Shareholding
Savers can hold stock in companies which carry out investment

themselves directly. or in companies which place funds with other
direct investors hoid stock in companies, Le., financial and holding
companies.

(62) AI-Jarhi) jY..,.J1'U--)\..I Jl .• oJ <s,uj j\l:i; ~ ' u-;l~' ~ .Jf
.(1981) "1409 oJ.::- ' u.•'j.... ~, ,)l.,a;;i~1 o~ ~ ~JWI
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B. Banking Arrangements:
Banks here are meant to be a particular kind of financial com-

panies which accepts demand deposits and is capable of providing
certain services, e.g., bank guarantees, letters of credit, etc. Banks
therefore carry out the same functions of financial intermediation

which finance companies undertake.

On the demand side, banks can obtain funds through selling stock
as well as taking investment deposits. The latter can be done either
directly through maketing investment (general and specific) certtificates.
Those certificates have the same characteristics as those issued by a

finance company.
On the supply side, banks can finance investment through purcha-

sing stock. direct placing of funds, and purchasing of investment
certificates issued by financial and non-financial companies.

C. Financial Intermediation :
It is obvious that trade, production and services companies would

be attracting funds of maturity structure suited for their own operations.
Finance and bankin,g institutions, meanwhile, have to accept funds in
the maturities desired by savers, which may not be best suited for the
maturities demanded by investors. It is therefore a common complaint
that a finance or a banking institution has to attempt to balance the
generally shorter maturities on the saving side with the generally

longer maturities on the inve~tment side.

This is usually done through producing a financial asset (an
investment ctrtificate) of higher quality than would be produced by the
individual saver, for the same maturity. The higher quality results
from attaching the name of the issuing institution, as backed by a

superior balabce sheet.
However, the higher quality of financial assests will not assist in

transforming shorter (saving) maturities to longer (invesrment)

without an effective secondary market63
•

(63) Islamic banks and finance companies badly need to

co-operate towards creating such market.
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MUSHARAKA AND ITS MODERN APPLICATKONC

ABDUL MALIK IRPANI.

What is Musharaka
Literally the word "Shirka" means mixing (1). The term

Musharaka has the underlying idea of mixing one's capital with the
capital of an other in such a way so as to lose their identity and make
them inseparable (2).

Hanfia define the term Musharaka as a contract between the
intended partners in respect of capital and profit (3).

To the Hanabala, Musharaka is a combination of titles or powers
of appropriation (4).

To the Shajia, Musharaka is a proof of a right to a thing for the
partners (5).

The Malkia take the Musharaka as a permission for appropriation
to each of the partners to the capital of each of them (6).

A comprehensive definition of the term Musharaka is "to join two
I or more persons and work for profit with determined capitals and
share the profit and loss with determined rates (7) .

• Member, Council of Islamic Ideology, Pakistan.
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4. Ibnul.Qudama, AI.Mughni, Vol. V, P-3.
5. AI-Khateeb AI-Sharbeeni, Mughnil-Mohtaj, Vol. II. P-2lI,
6. AI-Durdeer, AI-Sharhul-Kabeer, Vol. III P-348.
7. Siddiqi, Muhammad Nij atllllah. Shirkat wa Mudharabat

ke Shari' Usul, P-19.
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Historical Background

,1!•• j.F!q.~~~e,yery.inception of h~man society the technique-ways, to
meet the day to day. needs, have been changing with the change of
social, economic, scientific, cultural and political circumstances,
e$pecialIy habits, fashions and standard of living. These technique-
ways regulate the commercial activities and vary from place to place
and time to time. The Arabian society at the rise of Islam had very
J,lmpIe te~hnique-~ays and forms of business peculiar to that society.'.' l ~ '
Out ofthese forms of business Mud;wraba and Musharaka fulfilled'";t.!) ~t " j'n:"") ;

,\~eJr ~~id.sand suited their r~quirements. These business forms were
frequently practised by them (8). Musharaka is the subject-matter of
our discussion.

:'.''1 " ,- "~'Fr,"

The a~vent of the Holy Prophet (S.A.W.S.) saw the practice of
};J~iha;Qk~ aiready prevailing over the commercial activities in A.rabia
(9). He not only ratified it, but also did himself business on Musharaka

7-8asis (,~O).

") , After. Hijra, when Muhajireen and Ansar were made brothern
to 'each:other, many of them started business together as partners in
.t>h;efo~JUs of Musharaka, Mllzara' and MUJaqat, the nature of trans.
)action.!jreing identical. As a matter of fact the diversification of
nomenclature, in Arabia, with a slight change in characteristics named

." )luzara' in agriculture, Musaqat ill gardening and Musharaka in
business'. Musharaka of capital and labour was named as Mudharaba.
These four forms were so developed that they became independent
institutions and the jurhts formed detailed rules therefor. The rules
of Musfzaraka given in the Fiqh literature pertain to various shapes of
Musharaka prevailing in the age of these jurists i e. in the second and
third 'century of H~jra. These shapes of Musharaka has no
resemblance to the shapes prevailing to day.

8. AI-Marghinani, AI-Hidaya, Vol. H, P 622.
~, Al-Sarkbasi, AI.Mabsoot, Vol. xr, P-15!.

9. Ibid

10. AI-Njlsai, Ibno Maja, AI.Hakam, Abu DawoQd.
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The practice of Musharaka was alre-ady vogue in Arabia and
the Holy Prophet (S.A.W.S.) not only allowed it to be continued but
did himself business on Musharaka basis, before his ba'that and
Al-Saib bin Yasid was one of his partners (11).

The Holy Prophet (S.A.W.S.) told that God says, "I am third
to the two partners till one or"them deals dishonestly with the other"
(12). The Prophet (S.A.W.S.) said on an other occasion, "Hand of
Allah is on those partners who are not dishonest" (13). He further
said, "Do the partnership business on equal basis. It brings the

increase" (t4).

There is a consensus of opinion among the jurists of all schools
of thought (including Hanfia, Malkia, Shafi'ia, Hanabala and SMa)
'of all the ages and places that Musharaka is a valid and legitimate
contract in Islam (15). The jurists, however, differ in its types,
conditions and other details.

The various forms of Musharaka has been considered to be valid
on the basis of Istihsan by the jurists of Han.fi Scbool of thought (16)

as discussed hereinafter.

11. Abu Dawood ;
12. Abu Dawood.
13. Abu Dawood.
14. AI-Marghinani, AI-Hidaya, Vol. II, P-623. This Hadis

bas not been found in any collection or' Ahadis. The words "on
equal basis" mean and include the commulative effect of capital,
work and respoD.sibility in distribution of profit.

15. Ibnul-Qudama, AI-Mugbni, Vol. V P-3.
AI-Sycd Sabiq. Fiqhus-Sunnah, Vol. III, P-354.
Ali A~Khafif, AI-Shirqat, P-5, 21.
Ayatullah Shirazi, Ma usuatul Fiqb, Kitab AI-Shirakah,

P-S6.
Ibnul Abideen, Raddul-Mubtar, Vol. nI, P.459.

16. AI-Margbinani, AI-Hidaya, Vol. II, Kitab AI-Sbirkah.
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Conditions of Musbaraka

The following are the basic conditions of a contract of Musharaka
(17). i.e.

(a) Proposal and its acceptance. The pre-requisites of this
condition are (i) free-wilJ, (ii) sound mind, and (iii) maturity
of age.

(b) Agency i.e. each partner is an agent of other partners in all
aspects of partnership business.

(c) The profit being known i.e. rate of profit should be pre-
determined.

(d) The loss to be borne in the proportion of capitals.

Other conditions vary from type to type and will be given
hereinafter when that particular type of Musharaka is disCussed.

Types of MUlbaraka

Originally Shlrkat (Partnership) is of three types, namely,-
(a) Shil'kat-fil-milk i.e. partnership in ownership,
(b) Shirkat-fil-tiain i e. partnership in debt,

(c) Shirkat-fil-uqood i.e. partnership by contract.

We are not concerned here with the first and the second type of
Shirkat. Our subject matter is Shirkat-fil-uqood i.e. Musharaka. '4'

Muaharaka i. of four types, namely,-

(a) Shirkat-ul-Mujavadha.
(b) Shirkat-ul-l"an,
(c) Shirkat-us-Sanai,
(d) Shirkat-ul-Wujooh.

An other division of Musharaka has been opted by some jurists

17. Al-Marghinani, AI-Hidaya, Vol. II, Kitab Al-Shirkah.
Al-Jaziri, KitabuI-Piah. Vol, III. P.76 and the fallowing

Ibul-Abideell. Raddul-Mohtar, Vol. III, P.46S-66.
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Musharaka and its Modern Applications

According to them there are three types of Musharaka, namely,-
(a) Shirkat-ul-Amwal, (b) Shirkat-ul-Abdan, and (c) Shirkat-ul-Wujooh.
Again each of these types are of two kinds i.e. (a) Shirkat-ul-
Mu/avadha and (b) Shirkat-uHnan (18).

The first. mentioned division of four types has been adopted by
majority of the jurists of all school> of thought, although the latter-
mentioned division is more logical and analytical than the
former one.

The jurists agree on the validity of Shirkat-ul-Inan, but are not
unanimous on the validity of other types of Musharaka (19).

Sbirkat-ol-Moftlvadha

AI-Mufavadha means sharing every thing on equal basis. This
!s a partnership of two or more persons in a business with the
following conditions (20) :-

(i) Equal capital.

(ii) Equal power of appropriation in the partnership property
and equal participation in the affairs of the partnership.

(iii) Same religion.

(iv) Each partner is an agent of other partners.

(v) Each partner is responsible on behalf of other partners for
their acts and deeds.

(vi) Equal share in profit and loss.

Shirkat-ul-Mufavadha is a valid type of partnership according

18. AI-Jaziri, Kitabul-Fiqh, Vol. III, P-67.
Ibnul-Abideen, Raddul-Mohtar, Vol. Ill, Kitab Al Shirkah,

19. AI-Syed Sabiq, Fiqhus-Sunnah, Vol. III, P-357.
20. AI-Syed Sabiq, Fiqhus-Sunnah. Vol. III, P-358.

AI-Marghinani. AI-Hidaya, Vol. II, P-623.
AI-Jaziri, Kitabul-Fiqh, Vol. III, P-67.
Al Sarkhasi, AI-Mabsoot, Vol, XI, P-152.
Ibnul-Abideen. Raddul-Muhtar, Vol. III, P-466.
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to.lpe'<Maik.i aI;dHanji Schools of thought (21). Shafi'ia, Hanaba/a
and;:'Shlcts' take it as a invalid one (22). The Han~bala, however,
valf4ateitliwith some conditions as to further restrictions on equal
r igHl,s,(23),i'

.' .,_ -J ,'t_.)

S]ljrkB,1'ta,l-Mujal'adha is very cumbersome, if not impossible
(124i5~9P'eti6~ullfeasibi1ityof some of its strict conditions lacking flex;ib~.

. jli!Yft~ahtla'tiaptability, hence unsuitable to the varieties and diversities
o~par};neJj!l~iPbusiness cha~ging from case to case according to the
~ec:]!f~n~~clal limitations, legal restrictions and economic pressures.
A~~)i.ar~~~l!bYdli A/-Khalil Shirkat-u/-Mufalladha cannot last for a
'1()1i,g:p'l~riblii"aildis factually non-existent (25).
~
'Sbirkat-ul4nan

In this. form of Musharaka two or more partners share the
'busine~s on. the following conditions (26) :-

(D Capital may be invested by the partners OD any proportion.

(ii) Power of appropriation in the property and participation
iIl, the affairs of the Musharaka may be different and
unproportionate to the capital invested by the partners.

21. AI-Marghinani, AI-Hidaya, Vol. II, P-623.
Ibnur-Rushd, Bidayatul-Mujtahid, Vol. II. P-191.
Malik bin Ans, AI-Mudawwanatul-Kubra, Vol, V, P-68.
AI-Syed Sabiq, Fiqhus-Sunnah, Vol. III, P-257.

22. AI-Shafi'i AI-Umm, Vol. III, P-231.
Ibnul-Qudama, AI-Mugbni, Vol. V, P-22.
Ayatullah Sbirazi, Mausuatul Fiqh, Kitabul-Shirkat, P-30.
Al~Halli, Sharaiul Islam, Q II, P-130.

23. AI-Zuhaila, AI-Fiqhul-ls1ami fi Asloobi-hil-Jadeed~ Vol. I,
P-6'hH,.

24. Ali AI-Khafif, Al-Sharikat, P-61.
25. AJi-AI-Kbafif, AI-Sharikat, P-63.
26. AI-Marghinani, AI-Hidaya, Vol. II, P. 630-632.

Ibnul-Qudama, AI-Mughni, Vol. V, P-16-17.
Ibn Rushd, Bidayatul-Mujtabid, Vol. II, P-189.
AI-Kbateeb AI-ShBrbeeni, Mugbnil-Mohtaj, Vol. II, P-212.

.'
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(iii) Profit ,may be divisible, unequally and un-proportionate to -
the capital invested, and may be according to the agreement
of partners.

(iv) Loss is to be shared in proportion to the capital invested.

(v) Each partner is an agent to other partners.

(vi) No partner is responsible to indemnify for the acts of
commission and omissions of other partners.

The last-mentioned condition at (vi) above bas not been properly
justified. Some jurists, e.g. Al-Marghinani says in Af.Hidaya (27),
that Shirkat-u/-Inan shall not hold good if there is an indemnifying
clause in the contract of Musharaka, because the word "inon"' means
to avoid or evade from a thing. To these jurists the conditions are
to be governed by these literal meanings of the word "inan". This
is, however, a minority view. The majority vie\>,'has a very realistic
approach. According to majority of the jurists (28), including
Al-Sarkhasi, A/-Kasoni, lbnu/'Qudama, A/-Khateeb A/-Sharbeeni and
Ali A/-Khafif, the word "inon" means rein of an animal and
Shirkat-u/-/non is a type of partnership in which reigns of powers of
appropriation remain in the hands of all the partners. This lalter
version of the word "Inan". if accepted does away with the non-
indemnifying condition. Secondly the reasoning of AJ-Margh.lloni
(and others having the same view) is vague as it has not b.en made
clear as to why the meanings of this word cmt off the indemnifying
condition leaving all the other conditions unaffected thereby. Thirdly
if partners are allowed to work as agents to other partners, they
cannot be absolved from the consequences thereof. Lastly an
important source of Islamic law i e. !slihsan, which comes forward
whenever the people feel some difficulty in a particular rule, demands
to avoid the last-mentioned condition (i.e. non-indemnification) in

27. AI-Marghinani, AI-Hidaya, Vol. II, P-630.
28. Al-Sarkhasi, AI-Mabsoot, Vol. XI, P-15L

AI-Kasani, Badai-us-Sanai, Vol. VI, P-57.
Ibnul-Qudama, AI-Mughni, Vol. V, P-12.
AI-Khateeb AI-Sharbeeni, Mughnil-Muhtaj, Vol. 2, P-212.
AH AI-Khafif, AI-Sharikat, P-31.
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order to make the Shirka-ul-Inan a practicable contract encumpassfna
a vast field of varieties and diversities in the business world today.

Shirkat-ul-Inan is a valid form of partnership in the eyes of all
schools of thought (29). Ie is the most suitable for each and every
person. adaptable to any situation and practicable in the present
advanced commercial practices.

Sbirkat-us-Sanai

It is, also, called as Shirkat-ul-A'mal, Shirkat-ul-A.bdan and
Shirkat-ul- Taqabbul. \l'hrough this form of Musharaka the artisans,
technicians and other manual labourers join together. without any
capital, to produce some commodity or make any other thing. In
this type of Musharaka the wages of partners may be agreeably settled
by the partners unproportionateJy according to their capacity of
work quantitatively and qualitatively (30).

llanfia, Malkia and Hanabala consider it as valid. whereas

according to Shafi'ia and Shia it is invalid (31).

29. AI-Marghinani, AJ-Hidaya, Vol. II, P-630.
AI.Syed Sabiq, Fiqhus-Sunnah, Vol. lII, P-357.
Ibnul-Qudama. AI-Mughni, Vol. V, P-16.
Ibnur-Rushd, Bidayatul-Mujtahid Vol. II, P-189.
AI-Khateeb AI-Sharbeeni, Mughnil-Muhtaj. Vol. II, P-212.
AI-Halli, Sharai-ul-Islam. Q. II, P-130.

30. AI-Syed Sabiq, Fiqhus.Sunnah, Vol. Ill. P-359.
AI-Marghinani, AI-Hidaya, Vol. II, P-636.

lbnul-Qudama, AI-Mughni, Vo\. V, P.6.

31. Al-Syed Sabiq, Fiqhus-Sunnah, Vol. III, P-357.
AI-Margbinani, AI-Hidaya, Vol. II, P-636.
AI-Kbateeb AI.Sharbeeni. Mughnil-Muhtaj. Vol. II, P-212.
Ibnul.Qudama, AI-Mughni, Vol. V, P-6.
AI-Halli, Sharai-ul- Islam, Q. II, P-l30.
MaJik bjn Ans, AI-Mudawwanatul-Kubra, Vol. V, P-42.

•
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In strict sense of the term, Shirkat Sanai is not a Musharaka
for the purpose of profit, but is just a loose form of co-operation for
wages among the artisans, technicians and other manual labourers.

A necessary condition of the Shirkat Sanai is to work without
capital. With this condition only a simple transaction is possible.
The complicated commercial activities coupled with public control,
are limiting the scope of this type of Musharaka day by day and it is
going to be obsolete soon.

Shirkat-ul- Wojooh

This is a partnership among the persons, having no capital,
desirous to reap benefit of being influential by purchasing goods on
credit and selling them on cash and thus making profits out of such
bargain, the profit and loss being in proportion to the responsibility
borne regarding goods purchased (32).

Shirkat-ul-Wujooh is valid to Hanfia and Hanabala, but invalid
to Malkia, Shafi'ia and Shia.s (33).

This type of MUJharaka is a single joint venture without any
capital and is rarely found these days. As a matter of fact the
advanced commercial and accounting techniques and complicated
legal requirements of business activities have made it almost
impossible to do any business without any advance investment, capita.l
or working.

A brief survey of different types of Mu.sharaka brings us to the
conclusion that only the Shirkat-uJ-Inan suits to our requirement
and, therefore, needs further analysis and discussion on scope of its
application to the present commercial structure.

32. lbnul-Abideen, Raddul-Muhtar, Vol. III, P-482.
33. AI-Marghinani, AI-Hidaya, Vol. II, P.636-637.

Ibnul-Quddama, AI-Mughni, Vol. V, P-Il.
AI-Syed Sabiq. Fiqhus-Sunnah, Vol. III, P-357-359.
AI-Khateeb AI-Sharbeeni. Mughnil-Mohtaj, Vol. II, P-212.
M-ffaIli, Sharai-ul-Islam, Q. II, P.130'
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Urf of Mosbaraka

. A deep study of all forms ot Musharaka in the light of principles
of Islamic jurisprudence leads us to arrive at-

(a) that the Holy Qur'an and the Holy Prophet (S.A. W.S.) '.
are silent on the types, conditions, validation and invalida-
tion, proportion of capital, distribution of profit and loss,
rights and liabilities of partners and determination of
.Musharaka,

(b) failing to have a direct guidance from Qur'an and Sunnah,
the basis on which the jurists formed their opinions is urf
(i.e. practice of the people).

As discussed earlier Musharaka was already a prevailing uri in
Arabia at the rise of Islam and the Holy Prophet (S.A.W.S.) ratified
and confirmed this uri.

Uri is the Islamic basis of Musharaka being deeply rooted in it.
lt will, not, therefore, be out of place to elucidate the tashr'ei position
and potentialities of urIwith particular reference to Musharaka.

Uri means practice of the prople. use of the prople. custom
or usage, not repugnant to Qur' an and Sunnah. Ibnul-Abideen defines
it as "practice. old or new, of the people of Muslim countries" (34).
The Holy Qur'an, repeatedly emphasizes for more than 25 times (35),
to act according to "ur f" or "ma'roof" (both of the words, from the
same root and having the same meanings). e.g.

(i) (0, Prophet) command them (the Muslims) to act according

to urf (36).

34. Ibnul.Abideen, Rasail, Vol. II, P-125.
35. To quote some of them; A.A 'raf: 157 and 199, AI-Baqra:

178, 180,235 and 263, Ale.lmran :104,110 and 114, AI-Nisa: 6.19.

25 and 114,
AI-Tauba: 67, 71 and 112, AI-Haj; 41. Luqman: 17,

AI.Mumtabinah: 12.
AI-Talaq : 6, AI.Ahzab ; 6.

36. AI-A'rl\f: 199
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(it) You (Muslims) command according to ma'roof(37).

(iii) The Prophet commands according to ma'roof(38).

(iv) They (the Muslims) command accordins to ma'roof(39).

35

It ha, been recognized by the jurists that types and conditions
of Musharaka are regulated (rather than influenced) by urf (i.e.
practice) of the business community (40). Urf is the basis on which
the whole building of Musharaka stands. How much the activities

!. of Musharaka are centred around urf is clearly evidenced by the
following maxims of Islamic law formulated and unanimously,
recognised by the Muslim jurist:-

(i) Custom (urf) has a force of law (41).

(ii) The literal and true meanings are abandoned according
to the custom (42).

(iii) A thing known among merchants is like a condition agreed
upon by them (43).

(iv) What is directed by custom is as binding as a thing directed
by "nass" i.e. Qur'an or Sunnah (44).

(v) The use of people is a rule according to which it is necessary
to act (45).

(vi) A thing impossible by use of custom (i.e. uri) is factually
impossible (46) .

•
-------_._---- ------ ------- --------- ------

37. Ale-Imran: 110.
38. AI-A'raf: 157.
39. AI-Tauba: 67, 71 and 112.
40. Al-Kasani, Badai-us-Sanai, Vol. VI, P-S8, 68,69, 71-72,

Ibnul-Qudama, Al-Mughni, Vol. V, P-16, 17.
AI-Sarkhasi, AI-Mabsoot, Vol. XI, P-159.

41. AI-Mejellah Section 36.
42. AI-Mejellah Section 40.
43. AI-Mejellah Section 44;
44. AI-Mejellah Sections 43 and 45,
45. AI-Mejellah Section 37.
46, AI-Mcjellah Section 38,

,
l ,
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Uri (i.e~ practice) of the people changes from place to place,
age' to ,age and society to society an d with it the requirements of law
(47,). '0byi~uslywith the change of uri the types and conditions of
Musnaraka change.

es. tbeplat (cause and basis) of the types and conditions of
Mu;~gwakai;}s the uri from Islamic point of view and uri changes
from. place to place and age to age, it is, therefore, not un-Islamic to
f()~!Rr'the tr/of types and conditions of Musharaka prevailing to day
ins!.e~9;oflfrf of types and conditions thereof prevailing in the early
~~,~ji~'1'C '~_' ,,1'"1'

p'eri(ld of Islam mentioned in the books of Fiqh, as recognised by
jurists e.g.-

li) "H ..ad the uri change in the life of the Prophet (S.A.W,S.)
>'l

he would have ordered to act according to the changed
urI." (48).

(li) "If the illat (cause) of tbe rule of Nass (injunction of
." Qu~'atl or Sunnan) is urf, it (uri of the age) will be followed,

whatever the age may be." (49).

crm "A. Mujtahid deduces his propositions on the basis of Urf
. . of his own age and had he been alive in the circumstances

and.ur/ of any other age, he would have opined according
to changed circumstances and urI" (50).

(iv) "Many rules change with the change of uri of the age.
If with the change of uri a rule of Ijtihad relating thereto
is not changed it will increase the hardships and sufferings
of the people and this will be against the principles of
Shar;ia' formulated on the basis of curtailment of hardships,
easiness, doing away with the harms and lasad (peace-
lessness)" (51).

---------------_ .._----~ - --~ ----------.---_ .._----
47.. AI-MejelJah Section 39.

48. Ibnul-Abideen, Raddul-Mohtar, Vol, IV, P-25L
49. Ibid.

50. Ibnul-Abideen, Rasail, Vol. II, P-I25~
51. Ibig,
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(v) "By these examples it has been proved that a Mufti (jurist

or lawyer) should not be so rigid so as to cling with what
is in Zahir-u/.rawayat (apparent meanings of Hanfia FiqJt
expressed by Imam Muhammad) without having regard to
the requirements of the age. In that event he will make to
lose the rights of persons having these rights, and its loss
will be greater than its advantage" (52).

(vi) "That which has not been stipulated by nass (i.e. Qur'an and
Sunnah) will be considered as based on habits of the people,
as these habits have also guiding force" (53)

(vii) An a/im (i.e. jurist), who does not know about the peoplo
(i.e. practice of people) of his age, is jahil i.e. ignorant (54),

(viii) Nature of capital of Musharaka changes according to urf
of different places (55).

From the above we can, safely, conclude that according to
principles of Sharia' we have to follow the types and conditions of
Musharaka prevailing to day and not those mentioned by our jurists
living centuries ago tin different urf of Musharaka. Had these jurists
been alive today, they would have adopted the commercial practices
of today. This is why some jurists, e.g. AI-Sharkhasi, A/-Kasani and
Ibnu/-Qudama validated many practices of Musharaka of their age
simply on the ground that those are practices of merchants, without
any reference to Qur'an and Sunnah (56) and [brlu! Abidem had
to stipulate that •. It is not for the Mufti and Qazi to decide according
to zahir-ul-mazhab (i.e. that which is in books of Fiqh) and quit the
urf" (57). He further says "Don't you see that we validated the

52. Ibnul-Abideen, Rasail, Vol. II. P-131.
53. AI-Marghinani, Al.HidaYIl, Vol. III, P-127.
54. Ibnul-Abideen, Rasail, Vol. II, P-132.
55. Al-Sarkhasi, AI-Mabsoot. Vol. XI, P-IS9.
56. A-Sarkhasi, AI-Mabsoot, Vol. XI, P-IS9.

Al-Kasani, Badaius-Sanai, Vol. VI, P-58. 68, 69, 71, 72.
Ibnul-Qudama, Al-Mughni, Vol. V. P-16. 17.

57. Ibnul-Abideen, RasaiJ. Vol. II, P.llS.
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transactioDl.(jf istisna' (t~::""') on the ground of practice of people
inlspite. of- the prohibition by the Prophet (S.A.W.S.) of sale of a
thing not in possession of the buyer (58).

When,;we examine the urf and the technique-ways of commercial
activities' bf the Arabian Society of the first and the second century
(ltndrdown to fifth century) of Hijra, we can conclude that nearly
ninety. percent problems and propositions of those days have lost th.ir
si~n.i1icance due to being redundant by change of technique-ways
'.~'if ~,," 't,t"1~91udingt~~rrcncy, accounting procedure, office procedure, taxation,

'~,; -, ,.,.'.
iiJ:mort and export limitations and formalities, insurance. transporta-
tioD, . packing, advertisement. stock and share, public financing,
public trade,' banking and legal formalities. Old forms of Musharaka
have disa:ppeared and new forms have emerged. We have nothing

,,t~ rully resemble with the practices of nearly ten centuries ago.

Guiding Principles
White entering into a contract of Partnership and settling the

conditions thereof we are guided by the following prineiples :

(i) The Holy Qur'an says, "0 you who believe. Squander not
your wealth among yourselves in vanity, except it be a trade
by. mutual consent." (58A). This Qur' anic Verse stipulates

'that any agreement relating to trade by mutual consent OD
any condition is valid in Islimic Law (obviously if Dot clearly

"against IsUmie Injunctions as laid down in Qur'an and
, Sunnah), even if it is against an opinion of a jurist.

(ii)'q'he Holy Prophet (S. A. W. S.) said" A condition not in the
Book of God is invalid" (59). Maulana Zafar Ahamad
Usmani explains the word "condition" in this Hadis as
"A condition which has been prohibited by the Book of God
or Sunnah of the Prophet (S. A. W. S.), but the condition,
ill respect of which Book of Good and Sunnah of the Prophet
(S. A. W. S.) are silent, is vaild" (60).

58. Ibnul-Abideen, Rasail, Vol. II, P-1l6.

58-A. Al-Nisa: 29.
59. AI-Bukhari, Muslim.
60. Maulana Zafar Abmad U.mani, lla-us-Sunan, Vol. XIV,

P.9S.
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(iii) On an other occasion the Holy Prophet said, "the Muslims
are bound to act according to conditions settled by them
except the conditions causing haram to be HaJaJ or HaJaJ to
be Haram (61).

(iv) The Holy Prophet (S. A. W. S.) further told, "the matters
on which there is silence (i. e. regarding which there is no
injunction of Qur'an and Sunnah) are excusable". In the
words of AI-Sharbi these matters relate to habits i.e. practice
of the people (62).

(v) Urf (i.e. practice) of the business community.
AI-Kasani lays down a principle that AI-Shirkah (Musharaka)

is constituted according to custom (establishment practices)
of businessmen (62A).

Opinions of lurists on Musbaraka

It is generally assumed that the opinions of jurists given in the
books of Fiqh on MUlharakah practice prevailing during the age of
these jurists, are the rules which are to be followed in all the
following ages. This wrong assumption can lead a person to think
that Islamie Law has lost its practicability. As a matter of fact the
jurists of early period of Islam expressed their opinion in the context
of the uri of their own age, place, and society. and on the different
forms of Musharaka and conditions theirof in vogue during their own
age (and not the forms and conditions of Musharakah in vogue
today). Such jurists never claimed their opinions to be true in all
uris of all the places and ages. Even if they claimed, their claim
is not ratified by Quran and Sunnah.

The Qur'an and the Prophet (S. A. W. S.) being silent, the jurists
validated the types and conditions of Musharaka prevalent in those
days on the ground that the people had accustomed to them and if
they are asked to depart from them, they would suffer hardships which
is not the aim of Sharia' (as discussed earlier). On the same analogy

61. Abu Dawood. A-Hakim, Ahmad, Darqutni.
62. A-Shatbi, Al-Mavafaqat, Vol. I, P-144-145.

62-A. AI-Kasani, Badaius-Sanai, Vol. VI, P-69.
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"we can retain those forms of Musharaka to which the people are
£?i,fiiWartJnd accustomed today, and if they are asked to quit them
atldr~dopt the practices of centuries ago, the people would be in
hardship. which is not the pblicy of Sharia'. We, however, cannot,

"totally, Ignore the opinions of old jurists. These opinions enlighten
~'u~minifs ~nd can help us to form new opinions, as hereinaftor
discussed.

Toypes ofiModern Musharakas

The, "modern business concerns being run on the basis of
Mus,iar~!ca (as defind hereinbefore) are as under:

1. 'Partnership. It is regulated by-

(a) Partnership rules framed by the Government,
(b) Business practices prevailing in the business community.

2. Limited company. This type of Musharaka is strictly
controlled by the statutory rules framed by tho Government.
Its commercial activities are, however, influenced by the
business practices (urf) .

. 3. Co-operative Societies. This Musharaka is also governed by
~tatutory rules. Its commercial activities are influenced by
the practices prevailing in the business community.

€onditio'ns of Modern Mnsharakas

'.: The ..above modern Musharakas principly resemble (although not
fully resemble) with Shirkat-ul-Inan The details are, however,
considerably different due to change of (urf) and other factors
iJlc~udin8 modern commercial techniques, economic conditions and

'1;8al requirements. Let us discuss the details of conditions of
MushCl~~ka, which are those of Shirkal-u/-Ina". Other types of
',Mqiharakas mentioned by jurists are nearly obsolete now-a-days.

63. Syed Sabiq, Fiqhus-Sunnah, Vol. III, P-3S7.
AI-Khateeb AI-Sharbeeni, Mughnil-Mohtaj, Vol. II, P-214.
lbnul-Qudama, AI-Mughni. Vol. V, P-IS, 23.
AI-Kasani. Badaias-Sanai, Vol. VI, P-62.
AI-Marghinani, AI-Hidaya, Vol. II, P-630.

•
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Capital to be invested by the partners may be unequal (63). To
majority of the jurists the capital should be in the shape of currency
and not in the shape of goods (64). The condition of capital to be in
the form of currency only was imposcd when it was difficult (if not
impossible) to refer to the goods in terms of currency in the days of
barter system during the age of the jurists, but now the goods are
generally referred or accounted for III terms of currency. This
condition should. therefore, be waived. As Imam Malik did (65)
AI-Sarkhasi points out that the forms of capital changes from place
to place accordmg to urf of the place (66) and AI-KasafJi says that
if the practice of the people is to invest the capital in the form of
currency, the matter shall be decided according to it and if the
practice of the people is to invest the capital in the form of goods.
the matter shall be decided accordingly (67). In limited companies
and co-operative societies the capital is invested in the forms of equal
units of currency called shares and the intended partners buy these
shares as many as possible unproportionately. This practice has
universally been accepted as urf, and is therefore accordir.g to Islamic

principles.

The partners should mix their capitals, as according to AI-Shaji'i
the basis of Musharaka is to mix the capitals (68).

,
In Musharaka business a partner is admitted into Musharaka

with the consent of others. All steps affecting structure and entry or
exist of any member are possible only with the consent of all the

partners (69).

64. AI-Kasani. Baadius-Sanai. Vol. VI. P-59. 61.
65. AI-Kasani. Badaius-Sanai. Vol. VI. P-59.
66. Al-Sarkhasi, AI-Mabsoot. Vol. XI, P-159.
67. AI-Kasani. Badaius-Sanai, Vol. VI P-59.
68. AI-Kasani. Badaius-Sanai. Vol. VI, P-58.
69. Ibnul.Qudama, AI-Mughni. Vol. V. P-16.

In some modern Musharakas i.e. limited companies and
co-operative societies there is a practice (ur/) among the businessmen
that consent of existing members (share-holders to any entrant is
presumed and no formal consent is needed. According to a maxim
~------------------_ .._- ----- ----

•
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of Islamic law, a thing known among merchants is like a condition
agreed upon by them (70). It is, therefore, not un-Islamic if no
formal consent is got on the entry of a new member (i.e. shareholder)
into limited companies and co-operative societies.

Managment:

Musharaka is run and managed by the will and equal rights of
participation of all partners (71). Different aspects of Musharaka
business are as follows:

1. Every partner is an agent to others (72), as alI the partners
are benefitted by the Musharaka business. When a contract
of Musharaka is made the condition of agency is. automatic-
ally presumed to be in existence in the contract (73). The
actual possession of a partner over a property of Musharaka
business is cODstructive possession of other partners in as
much as, if a partner purchases half portion of a thing for
himself and half portion thereof for the Musharaka, when
takes possession of that thing, this possession will be
considered as possession of alI the partners (74). Ifhowever,

73.

74.

214.

215.

70. AI-Mejallah Section 44.
71. AI-HalIi, Sharal-ul.Islam, Q. II~ P-130.13l.

AI-Syed Sabiq, Fighus-Sunnah, Vol. II, P-357.
AI-Khatib, AI-Sharbeeni, Mughnil-Mohtaj, Vol. 1[, P-213-

lbnul-Qudama, AI-Mughni, Vol. V, P-16.
72. AI-Marghinani, Al-Hidaya, Vol. II, P-630.

Al-Sarkhasi, AI-Mabsoot, Vol. Xl, P-169.
AI-Kasani, Badaius ..Sanai, Vol. VI, P-60.
lbnul-Abideen, Raddul. Mohtar, Vol. III, P-465, 466.
Ibnul-Qudama, Al-Mughni, Vol. V, P-16.
Al-Khateeb Al-Sharbeeni. Mughnil-Mohtaq, Vol. II, P-214,

lbnur-Rushd, Bidayatul-Mujtahid, Vol. II. P-189.
Al-Sarkhasi, Mabsoot, Vol,XI, P-174.
AI.Kasani, Badaius-Sanai, Vol VI, P-60.
Ibnul-Abideen, Raddul-Mohtar, Vol. III, P.465
Al-Sarkhasi, AI-Mabsoot, Vol. XI, P.17!.

,
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a partner purchases some thing for himself only, it is exclus-
ively for him and not for Musharaka business (75), According
to Muslim jurists, a partner is an agent.of other partners in all
forms of Musharaka. But he is not liable to indemnify an
outsider on behalf of other partners for a loss during such
agency. The matter of indemnification is not the same in
the different forms of Musharaka e.g.

(i) In Shirkat-ul-Mujavadha a partner is wakil and kafil (agent
and indemnifier of other partners (76).

(ii) In Shirkat-ul-Inan a partner is wakil. but not kafil (agent.
but not indemnifier) of other partners (77).

(iii) In Shirkat-ul-Wujooh, a partner is wakil (agent) of other
partners, but is kafil (indemnifier) of other partners to the

extent, he stood for as surety (78).

(iv) In Shirkat Sanai the partners are agents to each other, but
question of indemnification does not arise in this Musharaka
as there is niether any capital nor any property of

Musharaka.

Al-Kasani contends that the matter of indemnification i.e. Kalalak
(..JlAS) is based on and regulated by usage of the people i.e. uri (79).
It means that if in a society some type of partnership has a pre-
sumptive and potential condition of indemnification as a common
usage, the condition will be considered as valid. All types of

I Musharckas of today have an inherent condition of indemnificatien
as a common usage. This condition will therefore, be taken as valid

one.

2. Every partner enjoys equal rights in all respects in the
absence of any condition to the contrary (80)

75. AI-Sarkhasi, AI-Mabsoot, Vol. XI, P-173, 174.
76. Ibnul-Abideen, Raddul-Molltar. Y0I. III, P-466.
77. AI. Marghinani, AI-Hidaya, Vol. n, P-630.
78. Ibnul-Abideen, Raddul-Mohtar, Vol. HI, P-482.
79. Al-Kasani. Badais.Sanai, Vol. VI. P.3.
80. AI-Sarkhasi, AI-Mabsoot, Vol. XI, P.158.
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(i) To invest the Musharaka capital on Mudharba (81)

(ii) To make any person an agent of Musharaka (82)

(iii) To keep the property (or a part thereof) of M.usharaka with
any person as amanat (83)

(iv) To travel on the expense of Musharaka (84)

(v) To become a partner in any other Musharaka on behalf of
his own Masharaka (85)

(vi) To mix the property of Musharaka to that of his own (86)

(vii) To mortgage the property of Musharak" (87)

(viiI) To accept the mortgage of property of any outsider On behalf
of his Musharaka (88)

(ix) To spend any sum out of Musharaka property. This right is
invalid on the basis of Qias (V"t:i), but the great jurist
Muhammad (the disciple of Imam Abu Bani/a) validated this
right on the basis of lstihsan as it is urf i.e. practice of the
people in the business community and it is like a condition
settled between the parties before hand (89)

3. Any condition re,arding participation in and administration
of a Musharaka and variation in the share in the profit on

81. AI.Kasani, Badais-Sanai, Vol. VI, P-71.
AI-Marghinani, AI-Hidaya, Vol. II, P.635.

82. AI-Marghinani, AI-Hidaya, Vol. II, P-635.
83. Ibid.
84. AI-Kasani, Badaius,-Sanai, Vol. VI, P-71.
85. Ibid.
86. Ibid.
87. Ibid.

88. Ibid.

89. AI-Kasani. Badaius-Sanai, Vol. VI, P-71.72.

..
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this ground is valid (90). The contract of Musharaka is not
invalid on the ground that a condition of "non-par~icipation
in the Musharaka business but share in the profit" exists (91).

4. Every partner has a right to participate actively in the affairs
of Musharaka if he wishes so (92).

In all modern forms of Musharaka, the partners have equal
rights as mentioned here-above. In tho limited companies and
co-operative societies the ahare-holders delegate their powers (right in
respect of administration etc.) to some of them to be called directors
or any other appropriate name. In a partnership concern the
partners, by a mutual agreement, distribute among them their respon-
sibilities, duties and jobs. Ai detailed above these practices are
valid beIng urf of business community.

Distribution of profit:

The bases for entitlement to the profits of a MU.Jharaka are
capital, active participation in the Musharaka business and respons-
ibility (93). A partner or share-holder may be entitled to more profit
as compared with other partners if he performs more duties and
takes more responsibilities than the others. According to jurists
variation in the share of profit is valid on the basis of work (94).
Different aspects of distribution of profil on these principles are as
under:

1. The shares of profit may vary even if the capitals are equal
(95).

90. AI-Sarkhasi, AI-Mabsoot, Vol. XI, P-158.
Ibnul-Qudama, AI-Mughni, Vol. V, P-23.
AI-Kasani, Badaius-Sanai, Vol. VI, P-76.

91. Al-Sarkhasi, Al-Mabsoot, Vol. XI, P-158.
92. AI-Kasani, Badaius-Sanai, Vol. VI, P-71-72.
93. AI-Kasani, Badaius-Sanai, Vol. VI, P-76.

AI-Marghiaani Al-Hidaya, Vol. II, P-637.
Al-Sarkhasi, AI-Mabsoot, Vol. XI, P-155, 159.

94. AI-Kasani. Badaius-Sanai, Vol. VI, P-76.
95. Al-Marghinani, AI-Hidaya, Vol. II, P-~3~.
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2. :'{\ partner may agree to have less profit with more work than
lheother partners 1..96).

JJ
3' ;rhe profit can be distributed according to conditions settled

!'py the partners irrespective of capitals, work and responsibi-
lity( 97).

Lin;lited companies and co-operative societies distribute their
profit a.ccording to capitals of share-holders. If any shareholder
particip;ltes actively in the se modern Musharakas he is paid for it and

',,1.'Uchp~~ents are regarded as expenditure of Musharakas. This is
modern:!,r! and there is nothing un-Islamic in this urf In partnership
husiness the profit is distributed according to agreed conditians
''tta:ying regard ta capital and work.

Liability of lass:

All. the jurists are, unanimously, .of the view that the lass shall be
borne ~y the partners accerding to their capitals (98). In all forms
Of Mu1~araka (i.e. limited campanies, ca-operative societies and
pa~tnership) the loss is barne on capital basis. According ta modern
c~mmer,cial practices the loss daes not cut down the respective
c~pitals.of the partners.or share-holders, but remains as it is in the
acc(>unts books of the Musharaka in order ta be adj usted against

. 'the Cutore profits. This practice .of the business community has nat
been discussed by the old jurists, and can be considered as valid
tieing an uri and uri unless contrary ta Qur'an and Sunnah, is valid
saurce of Islamic Law. It is pertinently notable that while adjusting
the lo~s against future prafits the accaunting procedure automatically
.wo'rks in a manner sa as ta bear on the capitals cansequently.

, Withdrawal .of members:

During the ages .of .old jurists the Musharaka were generally
formed on shart terms basis, mostly .of joint venture type. It was,

96. lbnul-Qudama, AI-Mughni, Vol. V, P-23.
97. AI-Sarkhasi, Al-Mabsaot, Vol. XI. P-IS6, 158.
98. Ibnul-Qudama, AI-Mughni, Val. V, P-28.

AI-Sarkhasi, AI-Mabsaot~ Vol. Xl, p.158~

I
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therefore, quite easy for a partner to withdraw from a Musharaka.
The withrawal did not create much problems such as taxation, capital
expenditure, continuous nature of business activities and goodwill.
This is why the old jurists did not feel to impose my restrictions on
withdrawal of a partner, but in the present ampJicated commercial
practices, legal requirements and public cantrol entangle a
Musharaka for a conJiderabJe period so :)vast1y deeply and firmly

. that no partner or share-holder can be let absolved of his
liability as such. So according to a modern urf the share-holder of a
limited company cannot withdraw from it and receive back his
capital invested therein. He can, however, sell his share to any
person desirous to become share-holder of that company. In a
partnership business a partner can be permitted to withdraw and
receive" his capital back after fulfilling his liabilities as partner
according to terms and conditions settled between the partners.
These practices fulfil the requirements of a valid urf.

Dissolution of Musharaka :

To the jurists, a Musharaka is a contract which is although valid
but is not of binding nature (99). Its dissolution takes place in any
one of the following situation (100) :-

(i) when any partner withdraws from a partner or dissolve the
Musharaka,

(ii) when any partner dies,
(iii) when any partner becomes mad,
(iv) when the whole of the Musharaka capital is exhausted

or lost,
(v) when any partner is prevented or prohibited from exercising

his legal powers over his property.

By introduction of, comparatively, permanent (or at least long-
term) nature of Musharakas with innumerous partners lhematter of
incoming or outgoing of partmrs has considerably been mitigated

99. AI-Kasani, Badaius-Sanai, Vol. VI, P-?7.
100. Ibnul-Qudama, AI. Mughni, Vol. V, P-18.

AI-Kasani, Badaius-Sanai, Vol. VI, P-77.
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and the:modern Musharakas such as limited companies, co-operative
s()tietiesr~main unaffected by such minor changes. This modern urf
. nas'given much stability and, smooth running to these Musharakas
resjJlting}1jnore benefits than from the old Musharakas. The modern
Mlrsomdkils:can, however, be dissolved by the majority of the partners
orib)' order nf the court of law, the both ways being not un-islamic.

hi'irtited liability:

.A distinguished feature of modern Musharakas (except the
paJ;tnership) is the limited liability of their share-holden. They
cannot bp held liable for more than the amount of f>hare of capital.
'nhis requirement necessitates to regard the Musharakas an entity
separatetwm the individuality of the share holders. This common
utfhasgiven way to safe and stable Musharakas resulting big
commercTal organizations and flourishing business. The principle of
Hmltediiability can be deduced from the saying of the Holy Prophet
(S:A. WI, S.), "whoever is liable for loss, is entitled to profit" (101)
and,. naturally, upto the same extent and proportion.

Other conditions:

Most of the other terms and conditions mentioned by the old
jurists ar:~not, now, according to urf of this age. These conditions
cab, therefore, be avoided and such avoidance will be strictly
according to Islamic jurisprudence as discussed earlier.

CODclusi~D

Frofu the above discussion we may come to the conc1usion-

(i}40ut of all forms of Musharaka mentioned by the jurists
Sbirkat-ul-Inan is the only form practicable in these days,
with slight change.

(ii) .According to Islamic jurisprudence, we may adopt new
forms and practices of Musharaka, if those are in vogue
these days as urf, instead of forms and practices mentioned
in books of Fiqh being practised as urf in the days of old
jurists .

JQl. .Abu Dawood, AI-Tirmizi, Al-Nas~i.

r
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IJARA AND MODERN APPLIGATIONS*"'*

DR. NOOR MUHAMMAD GHIFARI*
MR. MUHAMMAD MUZAFFAR**

1. Definition

In the terminology of FIQH, JJARA is a contract that permits
the ownership of a lawful and certain usufruct derived from a
lawful article (good & service) hired on a certain return)

This definition sets the following features of Ijara :

(i) It is different from sale. gift and SADAQAT (Charity) as
they result in the ownership of the object sold or gifted,

and also of its usufruct.2

(ii) The contract of ljara (hire) always permits the ownership
of the usufruct of a hired article for a specific period on a
specific return, so that vagueness of either of the usufruct or
of the article hired or of the period may not cause dispute
among the parties involved' in the contract of Ij ara, and
consequently render it invalid according to Shariah.3

_._----------------------

2. Leuality of Ijara

Ijara (hire), being a useful contract of mutual help and cooper-
ation amongst the differ~nt members of the human society, bas been

• Associ\lte Professor/Senior Research fellow,. International Institute of
Islamic Economics, Islamabad .

•• Working in N.D.F.C. (Pakistan).
*'" This is an integrated version of two independent papers written by Dr:

Noor Muhammad Ghifari and Mr. Muhammad Muzaffar. The paper written by
Dr, Ghifari covered the Shari'a aspects 'of Ijara, while the paper prepared by
Mr. Muhammad Muzaffar focussed mainly on the Modern application of the
concept of ljara in the form of leasing. Some editing has to be done to keep
the integreted paper to reasonable size. The integration and editing was done
by Dr. M. Fahim Khan, Director Research, International Institute of Islamic
Economic».
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unanimously approved by the prominent jurists of the recognized
schools of the Islamic shari'ah. Theyopine that the need of the
usufruct of different articles (goods and services) is like tbe needs of.
these ardcles themselves .. When the contract of the sale of such
goods and services is permitted, th~n as i:ts corollary the contract of
their usufruct should al.so be admitted.«

Imam Sarakhsi stating the lawfulness of this institution writes:

"The contracts and dealings approved by the Shari'ah before
Islam are to. be carried out by us if there is not any text against
any of them ..... , The Holy Prophet (Sallallaho Alaihe Wasallam)
was sent as tqe Prophet and the. people, at that. time,.used to
lease and hire and be approved of that practice and constituted
its principles".s

SAHA8A practised all lawful fOfm~ of Ijara .. Hadrat Sa'ad
. ibn Abi Waqqas reported that in the age of the Holy Prophet
'(S~I~liaho Alaih~ Wasallam) the owners of the landa used to let tbe-if
lands on ren t. G

3.. Kinds of Tjara

Islamic jurists have classified Jjara differently according to their
mode of thinking and the nature of subject under their discussion.
Some prominent classifications are being enumerated here: "

lit Classification 7

(i) lJARAT AL.AIN

I!'l

Hire or requisition of the usufruct of real goods i e.. la,od,
houses, machines, tools etc. Modern economists have termed
the very kind :~f Ijara as hire or requisition of goods.

(ii) lJARAT AL-DIMMA:

.1 jara for the services such as the hire of an animal'; f0r a
specific service or the bire of someOlle's services for some
work indicated in a general manner. In modern economic,
tpc same kind may be termcd as .hire of servicy$.
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2nd Clftssiftcation8

(i) IJARA AL.FARD :

When only one persun hires any good or service,

(ii) lJARA AL-MUSH'A :

When a group of persons j,)intly hire a good or service, (Abu

Hanifa (R A.), howevi:r, maintains thlt joint hire is not valid

be~ause its collectivity may create dispute amongst the group
of the lessees regarding the ownership of the usufruct).

4. Rules Governing Different Kinds of Articles Valid for Ijara

4.1 Sbopsand'Houses

Rules perta;ning to the hire of shops and houses are as follows:

1. Their hiring is valid without mentioning their use by either

of parties involved.

2. The lessee himself or any other with his perOiission, by
payment. or without payment of a part of rent, may abide

in the hired house.10

3. The le:>see cannot rent the same hired good or article to its

lessor. the owner.

4. When a lease holder hires a home with a specific return, he
cannot lease it tJ any oth~r on higher return. How.ever. he
can do' so if he adds any thing from his own property to
the hired housefsho;J or' he makes ammeodments and

alterations to the house or shop hired or he hires it out
with the kind of return other than he paid.ll

However, Shafi's maintains that the lessee is allowed to

receive higher rent form his lessee, while subletting the
hired good whether or not he adds any thing to it. As a
matter of faet Shafi'i t~kes Ijara for sale and so he applies
the principles Qf profit appertaining to sale to Ijara.12

5. The lease-holder is allowed to make such necessary ammend
ments and alterations in the house or shop as may not result
in any deterioration to it.13
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4.f Lantli for Cultivation and Construction

Lease ofland for cultivation or plantation or construction may
be undertaken in the light of the following principles:

1. The usufruct of the hired land should be specified whether
it is for cultivation or construction of buiding. If it is for
cultivation the nature and terms of cultivation should be
fuentioned,14

2. The lessee would be entitled to use the means of irrigation
(i.e. well, water canal or water course, tubewell etc.) that
exists in the part of land hired. He is also entitled to use
the approach that is owned by the lessor, and leads to the
hired land.IIi

4.3 Animals Ind Beasts

Rules pertaining to the contract of hiring animals for riding and
the. beasts of burden are as under:

1. In the contract of hiring an animal for ridin •• the name
(names) and number of the rider (s) should be specified and
if any person other than the mentioned will mount the
hired animal, he will be asked to pay a part of the hire.16

2. When a beast of burden is hired for carrying burden, the
q!lality and quantity of the burden should be stated. If
the lessee loads with the burden more or other than the
specified, he will be called to compensate.17

3. J'( the hirer beats or uses the hired animal unusually and
without the permission of the lessor, and it causes its death,
-the hirer will be considered as misappropriater and be called
for compensation.1S

4:4 Hiring of the Article of Every Body Use
Islam permits the hiring of the articles of every day use i.e.

clothes, ornaments, tents, utensils, machines etc. The rules19 govern-
. ing/such contract of hiring arc a,>follows:

. 1. The hirer is'~nd to use these goods properly and usqfully,
. ,"., '. j

,
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and if he utilize these articles improperly or misappropriates
them, and, thus, spoils or destroys these goods, he is obliged
to compensate their owners.

2. If these goods get destroyed or spoiled without any
transgression on the part of the lessee or they were in such a
condition that thep destroyed before their use or during
their usc, in this case the lessee will not be called for any

compensation.

5. Articles Which are Dot Valid for Ijara

Islamic Shari'ab has prohibited hiring of such articles and goods
which perish while benefitting their usufructs. Thus, hiring of
drinking water, bread for eating, pasture for grazing cattles
etc., are prohibited. As a matter of fact the hiring of only th'05e
articles is valid which remain intact even after the use of their

usufruct.2o

6. Dissolution of ljara Contract

The contract of ljara ean be dissolved either on account of the
Right of Option or under compulsion.

6.1 Dissolution on the Basis of Right of Option

Ijani. contract is liable to be dissolved if anyone of the contract-
ing parties has the right of option. There are three types of rights

, of option (a) option of condition, (b) option of seeing, and (c) option

of defect.

6.1.1 Option of Condition

Each of the parties involved in the contract of hiring, has
the right to enjoy the option of condition, according to which
the owner of the option of condition can dissolve the contract
of hiring. It should be noted that the period of the option of
condition is three days.2l

6.1.2 Option ofSeeing
The lessor and the lessee, both or their agents have the right
to approve or dissolve the contract of hiring after seeing the
hired article.22
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6.-!:::~.;.OP.tJ~~of Delect

. 'he' 'According to this option, if the lessee finds any defect in the
hitetlarticle after signing the contract of hire. he is entitled'
to dissolve it, if this defect effeots the uSllfruct of the articles. 4. f ,~,;. ,; •

,. ,being. hired .:013
:/,10,.' "&'

6:,ziFi 'Pi~sollJtion Under Compulsion
f:.i;. ~:~ . J "j, ~

. Another reason which permits the dissolution of the co~.tract of
hire is the emergence of such pressing need which compels the lessor
to sell his :ilrticles.24 The compulsion can be in anyone of the'
f~l'~~irg,i~rll1s~

t!" D~atHofCiintracting Parties

...,Jf:one~f the contracting parties dies and the hirer had entered,
;" iI}t9 t~ •. contract of hire on his own account, it is dissolved; ..

because if the contract were still to remain in force, it would.
follow 'that the usufruct or rent then becomes the right of a
person who was not party to the contract, namely,'the heir,"

••. whichdsunlawful. It is otherwise where a person enters into
a contract of hire on behalf of anyone else other than himself,
such as agent or executor or the procurator of a wakf: for in..
that case the contract is not annulled, since if the contracting

;"''party'dies; the contract is then transferred to him in whose
;f:tfj~half"it was executed, and he consequently becomes, by
';cohstruc:tion of law, thecontractor.25 This is the opinion of the
Hanifites, whereas the jurists of the other schools of thought
maintain that the contract of hiring remains intact,even after.
the dea:th of any of the contracting parties because theire rights

': 'hn'd rb'sponlibilities, like their inheritances, are transferred to
. , th~ir hei~'s.

~. ./.. .: ~ ~! ~

'2.,.•Govern'rJent Intervention

The contract of hiring can be dissolved if the government enjoins
upon citizens to stop all such activities and forms of transactions

-,;,as include the article (good and service) being hired or the
'-. goVernfuent cuts-off or destroys or abolishes all the means and

ways tliat make possible the materialization of the contract:2s
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3. Maturity of th~ CoTltracting Partin

When an immature, in whose behalf the contract was signed,
attains maturity, and he declares his agents dealing null and
void.:'7

7. Advantages of Ijara

The traditional meao'J for acquiring funds for investment by
enterprise in plant and equipment are usually owned capital and

1-' external fnnds such as borrowings, capital increase, debentures a~d ..
deferred payments

The primary advantage of ljara over the conventional form of-
borrowing to finance equipment is that the ownership of the asset.
remains with the lessor. The financing is largely unrelated to the
size of assets and capital base of the lessees and depends principally"
on the ability of his cash flow to service payments of lease rentals.

ljara is probably the most suitable means to raise investment
funds especially for industries where rapid technological innovatio[l
is either underaway or desired and for top class firms which are
quickly expanding their business or small and mediu(1l ent~rprises
and firms which have normally illsufficient a,sets and capital bases to .
meet normal collateral requirements of most other forms of long term
financing. The basic security under the ljara arrange 'Dent is' the
"owner ship of the equipment". The titl~ of ownership to the
equipment remains with tbe leasing company and in case of a serious
default the equipment is repossessed.

8. Modern Concept of Ijara

Leasing is the modern technique that can be campared with the
Islamic technique of Ij ara. Leasing is ba.,ed on the same fundamental
concept of lj ara accord ing to which one does not ha ve to own an
asset in order to enjoy the benefits of it. This has been accepted
readily enough over the years in such matters as the renting of houses
and more recently in the hiring of typewriter etc. It is now being
applied on a large scale to business activity. There are obvious
examples of course of businesses which have benefitted from their
inveatment.il} fixed assets over the:years.s.e~e bu~il}~ssel..h~ve~m~~~e:,.
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substantialcapital profits from the sale of assets or have been able to
ill?-Jw>ye tp.e look of their balance sheets by the revaluation of assets.
In, cguntless instances, a strong asset base has enabled businesses to
bo,-rrow for working capital and development purposes. But the
reverse is abo true. Some businesses would have traded more
profitably. if their capital had not been locked up in fixed assets and
in many cases the proprietors have seen their capital assets, often of
.a:;,specialiSt:or purpose-designed nature, depreciate over the years.
Ill~.th:emain, the profitability of a business lies in the use to which
res:<?urces,are put. It is the use, not necessarily the ownership, which
m~'~tc,rs. ;0nce a business decision i,e. the investment appraisal, has
be~9 ~l\~e on some new venture, the choice of purchasing or lea5ing

>,',,1.

is.p.'m.Iy awatter of arithmetics, partly a question of the availability
-,-I:

ofc~pit~1 and partly question of whether or not there is a case for
taking finance outside the balao ce sheet.. ,~r.

It fol1,ows that to run an airline one does not need to own the
airc.~ft, tOlcarry oil one does Dot need to own a tanker, to computerize
a business'one may lease the hardware, to equip an office one may
le.a~e the desks and chairs. The same applies, albeit for different
reasons, to non-profit making bodies. To equip a school a locol
authwity.may lease the furniture; a hospital may lease its beds.

A cOJl1parison between lease and other similar forms of transact-
ions" suc~ as rental, will give a clearer picture. "Rent" as is shown
by~the reJt-a-car business, is a contract according to which the objects
are leased to individuals or a number of users for a much shorter
period than their actual useful life.

In contract, the "rental contract" specifies the lease and usage
for~ an inticfinite period. A typical example is IBM's computer sales
sy~i'em, This system was initiated by the company which has an
over-whelming world market share to promote sales in an attempt
to outstrip its competitors, in the bclief that it could control .the
progress of tcchnological innovation of computers. While the uscrs
oftlieequipment leased on a rcntal system are major enterprises
aIiaftheiri'usage is continuous, the rented equipment is usually
uscdt'in a transient manner. Whether the casc is "rental" or

..
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8.2 Leasing

Under the financ~ lease system, the lessees arc furnished with
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From the view point of credits to be recovered by the leasing
companies, or from that of obsolescence to be risked by the lessees,
the lease can be classified into 'finance lease' and 'operating lease.'
In the former case, the lessors enter into a contract by which aU the
cost invested can be recovered, and accordingly, the lessees use tbe
leased equipment as if they have purchased them with loans
provided. In the latter case, the lessors do not necessarily expect to
recover all the costs invested when entering into a contract.

There are various forms of leasing. One is "lease with service"
offered together with software services including system engineering,
management, and maintenance when the equipment is leased and the
other is "lease without service" offered sol ely in the form of hard-
ware. Lease with service is usually called "maintenance lease" or

"service lease".

Hire-purchase Of instalment credit is much in practice in the
western countries and hire-purchase laws exist to protect customers
from ooersous terms in hire-purchase contracts. Only the depreciat-
ion on the items hired under the taxation laws is allowed to the
lessors. Full rent of the leased assets is, however, allowed to the
lessees as a tax expenses. Thus, from the taxation point of view, the
users of the equipment prefer lease over hirerpurchase as the rent is
normally bigger tax deduction as compared to depreciation.

Hire purchase is a recent development of instalment credit
through which the manufacturers or whole-sellers sell consumer and
semi-capital goods such as sewing ma~hines. furniture, radio, T.V.

and cars etc.

"rcnt" the lessor is charged with the responsibility for maintenance.
Especially, in the case of "rental" the lessor is also charged with the
responsibility for coping with the products obsolescence; so that it
may be termed a service-oriented business.
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thf'J~q'tii.tm'eilt without financing the procurement with loans or their'
•.••1, f'dltl" J . ., 1 . .own unus uecause It IS, so to speek, a " oan 111 kind". The contract

t~Mtilde'Jlitively long and almost equal to the servic~ life of the
le:f"sed equipment. It is impossible for the lessees to cancel the
tQ:ntract before it expires even if they find the leased equipment
unnecessary during the term. Generally, there is a provision for
c1{~flllati~If'if the lessees pay' a penalty to the leasing companies.
Jffl,t}aturaOY"folJows that the lessees assume the risk of obsolescence
,a'l~~Jn'ctf?tlie m'aintenance expenses of the lea.sed equipment during
the ~'~ntr.act term. By leasing the machiMry and equipment on a
'loDe tennlcon.tract basis, tbis lease system is desi&ned to assist the~.~.~~""';_I ••. ,;.~ .. t

lessees in(taising funds and improving their financial conditions
.i'"~l.,~A/J-;~:t{".) .,'. •

!,•• l ..•••) J-i.,1 '.

,,' On ,t~e other hand, the lessees can use the machinery andJ". J 'f , ." .J. .1

efl~ip}?le,q~,on.l>,for, a desired period by utilizing the operating lease.
Ie;f}his. ~ii~(vna.jor con~ideration is given to the use of the equipment.
t;r,h!i~,~.t~FJ~~ance iease system, the lessees can cancel the contract
before it expires without paying any penalty. (Generally such,~. " '., . ,

cancellation is admitted only after a certain fixed period has elapsed
8nd is suBject to advance notice. Under this form of contract, the.
leased equipment is restricted to that which can he universally used,

:0.1/ •... tD,., .
placed on the second hand market, or passed on to other lessees.
miffr~leals~'; 'therefore, takes mostly the form of a contract in which
,IH b .... Lj,>, •• ' •

,h~j>,lea:sirig.p>mpanies take charge of the maintenance of leased
- In£l.lt , I l~.ll, . , ".

e.cluip~ent •. Offering such a service, the leasing companies are able .
•. 'J .....•.• _.J' ,'.' ' .. _., '.. " ,. .

to k(ep the leased equipment in good conditions so that they can
cir~ulate them in the market or sell them to other users without a loss.

, :~~"!, ' • ..:11

0,;3' ,.The maintenance lease is represented by the finance lease
a:~.s.o.J!lpaJ:iedby various forms of services. The lease rent may
~J?P~ar t~jpe high because the service charges are included, but are
~~fitractuail'y so high considering the fact that lessees receive the,
benefit ot expert service, One of the best illustrations of this lease
sy~tem is the maintenance lease of automobiles. The leasing com-
panies' offer all the necessary services to the lessees foraut0D:10biles

t '. " •

such as procuremert, registration, taxation and insuring. Other
services include checkups, maintenance, repairing substitution... and
settlement of accidents.

...
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There are four main :types of financial lease.~ :

(a) Without purchase option:

61

(i) Lessor retaining residual interest. The U.S. "true" lease
under which the lessee has no right to a share of the
proceeds of the sale of the leased asset to third parties at
the end of the non-cancellable lease period and no
bargain renewal option. For the contract to be designated
a financial lease, the lessor will typically price the residual
lease, the lessor will typically price the resid ual sales
value at 10% to 20% of the equipment cost.

(ii) Lessees enjoying residual benefits. The norma! U.K.
lease under which the lessee has the right to share in sale
proceeds and or renew the lease at a nominal rental.

(b) With purchase option:

(i) The French credit-bail under which the lessee hal an
option to purchase the equipment at the end of the lease
term at agreed, bu.t nomina!, price and other options as
in (a) (ii) above.

Oi) Lease-purchase (or hire purchase or renta! purchase)
under which the lessee or hirer has an option to purchase
the equipment at the end of the lease term for a nominal
price. The contract normally has no alternative options
on the basis that the purchase option is invariably
exercised, giving the lessor purely a security interest in the
equipment.

9. Islamic Rules Relating .to the Validity of Ijara Contracts.

In order to d~termine as to what extent the modern practices
of leasing conform to the Islamic p~incipl~s of Ijara we need to
underssand the Islamic rule5 relating to the validity of Ij ara &
contracts.

Besides the conditions of sanity. adolescence, freedom and
plutu3l cons~nt of the contracting partie$ (without w~ich 1)0 con;r~e'
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can come into existence), the following conditions are specifically
req~iredfor an Ijara Contract to be valid.

,
O)i.Ihe goods to be rented should be present and capable of

:~,being handed over to the lessee after the completion of thet.. .

~contract of hire.28
t

(ii):The usufruct of the goods or services, being hired, should
rhave value.29

(iii), \'Ihe rent of hired goods should be specifically fixed.
According to the jurists. rent will be due when the following
cond itions are met:

;aL

. H:(a) Complete acquisition or attainment of the usufruct of
, the hired good or capital. equipment.

(b) Ability of the lessee to use the usufruct of the hired good
(though he may not enjoy it actually).

,.1

(iv) The contract of Ijara should not comprise any such condition
according to which the rent or wages might be paid from
the article manufactured or wrought upon the rented
goods.30 Similarly, the contract stipulating the rent consisting
of a similar usufruct is invalid. If a person hires land to
cultivate, in return for the right (on the part of the lessor)
or eultivating other land, it is invalid. However, if two

. articles of two different usufructs are thus exchanged in the
contract of hiring, it is valid.31

(v) The usufruct of the hired article must be specified. Specific-
ation of the nsufruct includes the following items:

(a) The period of the use of the usufruct. The lessor may
lease his goods or services for a long perio d. The
property of WAKF, however, may not be hired out for
more than three years.32

Imam Malik (R.A.) maintains that a long period for th.e
use of the usufruct is not advisable, because it may
cause dispute and tUlsle.33 According to some Hanblites,
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_I

there is no need of stating the date of start and that
of end of the term of usufruct.34

(b) The purpose of the hired good (whether, for example,
the hired land will be for cultivation or gardening).35

(c) Rent (its nature and amount).

(d) The article being hired should be physically fit for hire,36

(e) Any excuse, from Shari'ah point of view, should not
creep into the contract of hiring which will invalidate
it. 3,

(f) That the lessor should hand the hired article over to
the lessee in its complete form and shape.38

(g) The lessor must have full possession and legal owner-
ship of the article he is hiring out.39

(h) Existence of the hired article should continue throughout
the contract period.'40

10. Economic Role of Ijara

Lease financing because of its special features can supplement
tbe existing conventional forms of financing and further accelerate
investment in the private sector.

10.1 Balancing, ModernizatioD and Replacemeot of Industry

There is a large requirement of balancing and modernization of
the existing industry. As a supplementary source of term credit,
lease final1cing through balancing and modernization of the existing
ind ustry, will improve.

(a) Capacity utilization;
(b) Quality;

(c) Production cost;
(d) Profitability;
(e) Internal generation of cash for future investment. and
(f) International competitive capability to increase exports.

The ex;istins industry appears to be collaternlly over Itret~he4
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~;I1~d::doc$'Dot.find much favour with the present collateral oriented
fi'nancial'system. The investment in the BM&R projects is relatively
more productive as compared with the investment in new capacity.
,~'f"jm..t ;.'):. ~f

Th~1?;B~~~ projects take less time in planning, implementation and
coming em stream, The llM& R programmes are, therefore priority
investment from the national and corporate point of view.
F ::n if; :J..• ,
!"<, ~e~;~,~n!lncing is most suited to the pro~rammes of balancing,
moderlllzatlOn and replacement. It would involve small dosage of

, •.•l'f+ .",il;
10'vestme'ut which would carry relatively smaller investment risk but
wouldr.esult in a quick value added production. It would increase
'Ca,pa"'Cityutilization and thus contribute to the growth of the economy.

lO~2 -Lotal Capital Goods Industry
",'~J~\V_ 1., >,

The.L9cal capital g lods industry deserves support and assistance
for,r:~,ma;r,keting its products. The existing financial institutions
cQncentr~.te on financing the imported equipment. More than 90%
:6£'too e'ffective advances of the major D.:velopment banks in the
pHvate sector are foreign currency loans for the import or foreign
JIlaehir,eiy and equipment.
;~.t~ fl{~~".

..• ,,::oTb.e., beasing of local equipment under the "lease financing"
arran8~~ent c~m playa major role in the promotion of the local
enginceri"ng industry.

10.3 Mtdium aad Small Sector
0' I' .

'i' "The small and medium sector is reported to accommodate 85%
'l}-",: • ; ~ - _.••.

()ftho t61al labour force. The ~mall and medium sector is a rich
ground for the development of technolcgy. (It has substantially
contrib~ted to the ind ustrial de'.,elopment in Japan and South Korea).

It is, however, reported thot only 3% of the total investment in
this sector has been contributed by official and semi-official agencies.
'This can be attdbuted to the collateral crien'cd lending by the
baukiol(system. The small and medium sector is generally not in a
position to meet the collateral rl quirments of tile existin~ finaqc::i!lJ

,s~!l~9\~._
.:.,,> .•.•• _.~ ••. - .• •• .i' .

,.
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Since under lease financing, more importance is attached to cash
lows and management capability of the lessees than under the
collateral system it is best suited to meet the financing requirements of
the small and medium sector.

10.4 Off Balance Sheet Finance

There are a large number of enterprises whose balance sheets
because of very high debt/equity ratios are no longer bankable. On
the other hand, these enterprises require finances for expansion,
balancing, modernization and replacement, and their future cash
Bows would present a good investment risk after the implementation
of the BM&R programmes. Most of the rapidly expanding and some
"Sick" enterprises in the private and public sectors would faU under
this category cf industries. Lease financing is based more on cash
flows and assessment of the management papability than on the capital
structure of the enterprises reflected in their balance sheets. It is
thus more suitable in meeting the financi~g requirements of the
rapidly expanding and some sick enterprises whose balance sheets
are not bankable for raising additional finances but otherwise present
g~od invostment risk.

10.5 Transport Sector

In most Asian countries like Pakistan, the Government mandges
, a major part of the public transport system. There is, however, a

large involvement of the private sector in public transport. The
buses and taxis are mostly financed by the .leasing companies. The
lease finance arrangement can. therefore, be helpful in leasing the
buses and taxies in the private sector to improve public transport
facility in the country.

A recent NDFe brief survey of bus transport indicated that 85%
of the buses plying on the roads in the country have been leased by
the private investors to the operators (drivers and conductors).

The unofficial rate of interest being charged by the private
inverstors from thc operators is around 26% and 43% for buses and
taxis, respectively. (For second hand taxis, the rate of interest works
out to almost 100%). The survey also revealed that on an average
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a MYI blfscreated employment opportunity for 8-10 workers. A taxi
.~ •.•••;.;,;J '.F,;d'.' ,

ou,the o~Werhand provides employment to 2 persons .. ',. . .~.. ',

,~I1.ieawe'financing of the btises and taxIS through cllarging a
f~llsonaqle rate of return would not oifly improve the ttansport
system b~~shall create employment. It will also mitigate exploitation
6't;"tbe op'crators of buses and taxis by the private investors.

1~~. Atri'E"uft'Jr1il Sector"r ' .

.l,ci- The. agricultural m~chanisation policy of the Government
el1\dsages~thlit necessary incentives would be provided to induce the
pwyatescctor to purchase heavy earth moving machinety for land
development. It has also been pro.posed that the Government will
maintainlla fleet of bulldozers for hiring out to farmers for land
reclamation.

At pre~ent virtually no bulldozer hire facility exists in the private
s~ctor for land development and reciamation. There is also no
6~g~nised facililY for hiring tractors and other agricultural implements
fdr the smail and medium land owners and farmers.

Lease financing can playa major role in creating hiring facilities
in the private sector for bulldozers, tractors and other agricultural
implements and the equipment for land developmeht and reclamation
aJ.l~_ m~nagement of land by the small and medium land owners and
farmers.. This is expected to augment the efforts of tho Government
to develop the agricultural sector.

Ul':7 Pr~fe~SioD,l Class of Ehtrepreneurs

. The~r~is a large class of professionals who have a rich etporiencc
in the management of industry. They cannot enter industry becausc
of their meagre financial re,ources. Such new comers have normally
a Jt)\vercr~ditability rating with the banking system. Lease filllincing
can, be helpful to this class of entreptelleurs to start an industry with
their limited resource capability. This would promote professioual
management of the industry.

10,8 DeveHt••ment of Technology

'Li'iebut Dot the least, "lease" is pu)bably the m Jilt suita ble
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means to raise investment funds especially for indu'trics where rapid'
technological innovation is under way like computers, office machines
and communioation and electronic industry etc. Lease financing
of this type of equipment would help generate a modern technology. .
momentum in the industry.
11. Institutioaal Requirements:
1l.1 Legal Framework

At present, there is no specific legal framework which regulates
leasing in the country. It is the opinion of the legal experts that
a~thot.igh a lease agreement between a lessor and a lessee can be
treated as a contract enforceable under the Contract Act but it does
n?t meet the specific requirements of leasing. Most important of
these would be' the reposses,ion of the l~ased assets by the lessor after
a lesse~ goes into a default. Prop~r maintenance and repossession of
the leased assets in case of a default is critical in leasing as the leased
assets is the basic security an d is the property of the lessor. The
process of repossession of the leased assets is to be expeditious
without lengthy legal proceeding. Besides, the l~ssor sh~llid have a
lesel Coyer to recover all the outsanding rent and dues from the
lesse.,s.

It would also contribute to a healthy growth of leasing if it is
promoted and managed by a competent management group. It is a
new financial delivery vehicle and requires adequates expeltize in
industrial finance to promote it on healthy and ethical business
strategies. Besides, it requires a large financial resources. Thus, the
mangement group should not only possess the required expertise but
good financial strength.

In order to avoid the experience of the previous finance com-
panies, the leasing companies should be properly registered and
licensed by the Government.

l

The Law should also provide for registration of the lease agre-
ements and the assignments thereof to establish, without third party
claim l\'hatsoev~r, a clear title of ownership of tbe l~ssprs in t4e l.,~sed
a@sets.

Since the leased assets arc used by the lessees, thoir selection as
to the technical specifications and price etc. are normal:y deterlD.in~
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~~(Q~ lc-~:{e"es.The interest of the lessors should be protected under
tltedJ"l,w~wjth regard to the technical defects later discovered either
~'t~!,xdeli~~ryof the equipment or during its use by t1le l~ssees.

jilin Fi~cal Measures

(i) lmpor.t Duty Relief

Presently, only the industrial undertakings are allowed full or
p.ro;,Val. exemption from import duty under certain catogories of
iwports ~£ equipmen,t namely for balancing and modernisation and
if ,!he,machinery and equipment is installed in the specified undor-
deyelop~d1 regions of the country. Since the equipment to be leased
:wjIlke !wported and owned by a leasing company it would be
ne,~e,~~ar)';:thatthe leasing compaay be treated at par with an industrial
,un.idertakipg for the purpose of import of equipment to be later leased
"~";_lI' . .- .~'"

fo~, ~Jtero,pti9n of full or partial payment of duty as may be allowed
b,!Y",theg~~ernment from time to time under the import policy.

This.iwill not increase the cost and rental of tho equipment if
p"u,rcliase<;llon account of a leasing company and later leased to
inilustCia11,under takings and esta blishment located in the import duty
rel1efare~s as compared to normal import of equipment against cash
p,!yment~rlqans from the financial institutions.

~ii)'lmpoft?f Equipment

Bnder the existing Import/Export Control Act, the import of
equipmeneis allowed in the name of industrial undertakings for their
own usegJ.commercial establishment for trading in the local market.
A'ieasing;company will be importing the equipment establishment.
Foi:'~the purpose the import licence will be issued in the name of a
leltngtompany. The Government may allow a leasing company
t~Mfuport'the equipment in its name for subsequent leasing to a
client.
'. J-L' .•
(jit~C,edit Ceiling s
~~\... ~lL. ;

Provitic)'ns for credit ceiliugs may be made in the next credit
ifudget by the Government and State Bank for 'the new loasing
company;;to raise long term money from the banks and financial
institutions to find its operations.
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12. Some Issues for Consideration Relating to tbe Use of Ijara as ft

Financing Technique.

The fiut issue that needs consideration is whether various forms of
leasing currently in vogue conform to Islamic rules. The attribute.; of
various forms of leasing being in vogue in modern times have already
been described in the foregoing pages. Special attention needs to be
giveo. to the of leasing called finance leasing. Under this form of loasing,
an asset cannot be returned to the owner during the lease period.
Situations Gau arise when the lesse~ is unable to make productive use
of the leased asset for r~asons beyond his control such as obsolescence
of leased machinary due to technical change or some irreparable
technical default in the machinary. The question is whether the lessor
should be obliged to go on paying rent even in such lituation.

A related queltion is whether payment of fixed ront should be
insisted upon even in situations where it can be demonstrated that
the lessee has incurred sizable losses on account of unforseen factors.
Would it be desirable t,) develop some institutions which might help
reduce the hardships of the lessee in such cases?
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AN ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF PRIVATE
CONSUMPTION FUNCTION IN PAKISTAN

(1959/60--1978/79)

SALMAN AHMAD*

The Pakistan Institute of Development Economics undertook

a study to prepare an econometric model of Pakistan's Economy

~n 19821 in which the private consumption was explained in terms of
disposable income, inflation (forced saving hypotheis), rate ofinterest,

remittances from abroad, real balances ane foreign aid. In 19832,

another effort was made to improve upon it.

The regression equation for private consumption as estimated
in "The P.I.D.E. Macro-econometric Model, 1983" is given as
follows :-

Cp = 750.39 + 0.73 yd + 2.32 R
(28.77) (9.05)

R2 = 0.993 ; D.W. =- 1.74 ; F = 1368.31

where

Cp = Private consumption,

yi = Disposable income adjusted for remittances; and

R = Remittances.

This equation shows that private con'sumption is significantly and

positively affected by net disposable domestic income and remittances.

* Lecturer, Department of Economics, Govt. College, Lahore, at present
a Ph. D Scholar, at thc International Institute of fslamic E{;onomic$. Islamabad.
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The marginal propensity to consume is 0.73, whilo the propensity to
consume out of romittance income is much higher due to some kind of

urem'iltidce"HfiiSfoIP) ~i.a, the acquisitidii of the reniithirice income by
individnals, which: seems to have tended to change their consumption

behaviour in a manner not warranted by an equivalent change in

real disposable income. Such consumption behaviour is reasonable
in the short run. However, with the passage of time the propensity
to c:onsume out of this kind of income may decline as such remittance

inflows become ~ore regular. The equation fits the data well in that
it.explains 99.3% of the variation in private consumption and no

\J, ~.:. r •• ~ , ., 4. •

autocorrelation is indicated.

fv100iFiCA tlON

The Macroeconometric model ignored foreign aid as there was

little theoretical basis for hypothesising a direct causal relationship,
p3fiH~~llf hekitit~.:.b~(\Veeh the two variables. Moreover. interest
rilekiiti1 feat ballil1bes 'Whe" niYt taken bite ac.count as there was a

correlation between them.

In our view there was no need to ignore the rate of interest as

the 1982 estimates show a significant effect of the rate of interest
,

on private consumption. According to the Life Cycle hypothesis,

a high rate of interest may tend to increase consumption. So the

positive coefficient of the rate of interest variable appears to confirm

the Life cycle hypothesis.

Many empirical studies have also shown that the rate of
interest is a significant determinant of agg'r.::gate consumption. Colin
Wi'igbt"J (967) lind W.E. Weber4 (1970) in their studies have Sh"own
tire e1l'ects of rate of interest on consumption. They found that
the iI1tere5t rates significentIy affected the aggregate consumption
'aVl '-rnll 11 ftfeilaf6 . ifi th'e rate of i'n"'terestineteased aggregate

c;ronsumption,

t.



An ECQllometric Analysis of Private Consumption Function
. . in P~k'is(a~ (J9i9/60 (0'1978/79) " ....

The inclusion of rate of iqt~re~t In tQe ~J?n~.ua~ptionfunction
has policy implication for Pakistan's economy as the rate of
interest still exists even with a different name. People in Pakistan
.can still earn fixed money ~y }(eeping mopey !n the bapk without

any labour.

The consumption function in the present study -looks as follow:-

dCp = t (Y ,R, r)

where

yd disposable personal i~come, adj usted for remitt-
ance

R = Remittances.

r = Average Interest rate.

The data we have u,sed is the same as used in !tbe Macro-
econometric model. However ,tbedata for ,th.e rat~ of ,interest .w".
taken from the Econometr~c model, 1982.
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PRIVATE CONSUMPTION AND DISPOSABLE INCOME
(AT CONSTANT PRICES OF 1959-60)

(Million Rupees)

•
Years Consumption Disposable Remittances Average

(Cp) Income (yd) (R) Interest rate (r)

1959-60 13408.4 16496 31 2.67

1960-61 13895.3 17316 29 3.01

1961-62 14541.9 18311 35 3.21

1962-63 I 14642.4 19591 36 3.20I

1963-64 I 15325.4 20394 103 3.20

1964-65 17750.2 22866 115 3.52

1965-66 17708.4 24584 186 3.96

1966-67 18990.2 25374 161 4.15

1967-68 18913.9 27147 230 4.59

1968~69 21616.8 28864 389 5.09

1969-70 23616.5 31638 379 5.32

1970-71 23759.6 31655 233 5.57 •...

1971-72 23590.9 32058 306 6.21

1972-73 24670.0 34711 894 7.36 ~

1973-74 29380.3 37527 703 8.44

1974-75 30357.6 39133 1004 8.96

1975-76 32170.6 40686 1164 9.28

1976-77 33920.0 42204 1783 9.54

1977-78 38486.2 46675 3404 9.65

1978-79 41485.4 49187 3891 9.66
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The regression function estimated on the basis of the above

data is :

dCp = 2308.5 + .559 Y + 1.697 R + 487.i5 t.

R2 = 0.9908. D.W. = 2.31, F so 682.15

INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS

The new regression equation estimated fits the data well

in that 99.1% of the variation in private consumption is explained.

The value of R2 is also 99% although compared with tho P.I.D.E.

function, the degrees of freedom are reduced a~ there arc four

parameters to be calculated against three. There is no autocorrelation

as suggested by the Durbin-Watson statistic which is about 2.

The equation shows that private consumption is significantly and

positively affected by net disposable income, remittances and the

rate of interest.

Since the rate of interest is in different units compared to
consumption, income and remittences, we have used the elasticity
method to know the explicative powers of the various variables,

The results are as follows:

~CY = 0.72

tCR "'" 0.05

tCr = 0.12
...

Where ecy, eCR and eCr show elasti city with respect to income,

remittances and the rate of interest relpec~ively.
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This .shows that the rate of interest has more explicative power
,-:. -;" .. "", ", ~

compared: :to remittances as 0.12 is greater than 0.05. So the
P.LO.E., should replace remitlences in their equation with the ratG
of interest.
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Determinants of tbe Balance of Payments in
Pakistan (1975/76'-' 1983/84)

TOSEEF AZID,* SHAKIL AHMAD~* A:ND
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Introduction

Most of the developing countries are facing the problem of
deficit in their balance of payments. Experts and policy makers arc
trying to improve the situation by using various instruments of the
different policies i.e. Monetary Policy, Fiscal Policy and Commercial
Policy, but the problem is getting more and IIlore ~erious. Unfor.~~a-
tely, it is the experience that the total value of expor~s is less than
the total value of imports in the less developed countries' (LDCS).
Economists have given numerous reasons for this mishappening
among: them, the following is the most important, which has been
discovered by Raul Prebisch (16, 1950) Hans Singer (14, 1950) and

• _ ~ .' w •

Myrdal (l0, 1956). They argued that le~s developed cQunt~ies had to
export increasing amounts of their primary products in excQange for. ,

imports of manufactures from the industrially advanced countries.

There are several studies related to the topic of balance of
payments. All these studies search for exogenous variables whicQ
may have significant effect on the bala~ce oi~a~me~ts. Yet'inte~:
national pric@ratio, rate of growth of national income and total

, '\ .. "

expenditures have crucial effect on this endogenous variable among
•. " 1 • " . .)

the series of related independent variables. ' '.

* Lecturer, Department of Economics, Bahauddin Zakariya University,
Multan .

••• Lecturer, Department of Business Administration, Bahauddin Zakariya
iUniversity, Multan. '

••• Research Offiecr, Planning and Development Departmont, Punjab. Offic~
of the Director Development, Multan.
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In the concerning debate, there is much controversy about 'the
rate of growth, and the opinions are on the opposite poles. Some
experts argue that the balance of payments is positively related to
the rate of growth of national income. They have estimated the
effect of rate of growth on the balance of payments and they found
positive correlation between these two variables, i.e. with the increase
of rate of growth in national income, balance of payments is also
improved (Mundell, 1968). Another group of scholars accepts this
relationship, but holds it true only for a short period of time (Wein,
1974). - Keynesian followers totally refute this hypothesis (positive
correlation between rate of growth of national income and the
balance of payments) and they agree to the standard Keynesian result
(Traditional Hypothesis) that an increased income decreases the
balance of payments by imports (Purvis, 1972)

~undel1's model is as follows

)
!

where R is the change in reserves. which he indentifies as the change
in-"the money supply, and X and M are the values of exports and
imports respectively.

X-M=R

Y-E=L

(1)

(2) . '

The above relationship results from the "Community sectoral
: ~J

re;'tr~iuts" where Y is income, E is domestic expenditure, and L is
the 'growth in the demand for money. Th~demand for money itsel(

.. at a liven rate of interests, is

L= KY

where K is constant. Therefore

. .
L =KY =0 KY A

where 'A' is the rate of growth of Y

Equation (2) 8r. (4) imply

(3)

(4)
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.
Y - E = KY

E = (1 - K A) Y

83

(5)

(6)
Exports are assumed to be exogenous and the import function is given

by M (t) = a + m E (t).

with which (6) Yields M (t) = a + m (l - K A) Y (t)

so ~hat B (t), the balance of payments, is

B (t) = X (t) - m (1 - k A) Y (t) - a

Mundell, then, states his conclusion as :

(7)

(8)

(9)

"'This equation shows that the rate of growth of income, affects the
, balance of payments favourably".

Douglas D. Purvis (2, 1972) has criticised the standard Keynesian
analysis and explained the positive behaviour of the rate of growth of
national incomes on the balance of payments. According to his
analysis exports would be expected to increase if there is no change
in domestic absorptions. In his model he has not treated the exporta
as exogenous. His model supports Mundell's result that an increase
in growth must improve the balance of payments. However, he

~ postulates that two basic problems remain. One is related to the
specification of the source of growth and the other is about allocation
for domestic monetary policy. Only change in the Mundell's
framework made by Purvis (2, 1972) is as follows:

X (t) = Y (t)- [B (t) - M (t)

substituting from equation (6) and (7) we have

X (t) = a + (K + m - mk A) Y (t)

substitution of equation (10) into (9) we have

B (t) = KAY (t)

(10)

(11)

Wein, J (6, 1974) reconsidered the Mundell's model and replaced

f. X by Y to o1)tain
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B (t) = X (t) - m Y (t) + mkY (t) - a (12)

and then differentiated this function to get

~. ..
B (t) = X (t) - mY - mkY (t) (13) •

This shows that the rate of change of the balance of payments dopends
on the growth of exports and income, and on the rate of change of
iJlcome growth. Kuska, E.A. (7, 1978) demonstrated the standard
equilibrium condition for the home-goods market.

Y = E + (X - M)

Implying B = L

Equritions(4) and (IS) then imply

.
B=KY

This equation may be rewritten either as

(14)

(15)

(16)

' ..:. B=Kr.Y (17)
1>'f • "
where 'r.' is the proportional rate of change in Y or as. .

B{Y = K (18)

Eq).lation (I6) and (18) then yield the following proposition: suppose
, '-»' .•
the. demand for money is proportional to income and there is no
domestic credit creation~ then

(i) The balnace of payments is propottional to the rate of change

of national income.

(ii) The ratio of the balance of payments to national income is
proportional to the percentage change in the latter vdriable.
i.e. its rate of growth

Bhagwati(l. 1958) supported another phenomenon called immiseriz-
ing growth; that is, a growing country may become worse off ~ith
growth. but the condition is that growing country must ha V~ open

, - " .
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economy. Balance of payments varies from economy to economy and
also according to the expenditure pattern of the society. However,
no scientifically acceptable answer can be given and the debate will
continue.

Pakistan's economy like other developing economies, is also
facing the problem of deficit in the balance of payments and attempts
are being made to improve the situation thrOtlgh numerous injections.
The objective of this study is to test these conflicting hypotheses and
to see in the context of Pakistan.

(i) To what extent our rate of growth of ,national in.comehas
been responsive to the ch;:lllges,in.the balance of payments.

(ii) The effect of terms of trade .and the total ,expenditures on the
balance of payments.

The ,pnper 11asbeen organized in the following manner; Section
I presents a survey of t}),eliterature on relationship between growth
of ipcomeandthebalance of payments. In Section II, a model has
been developed ,in,brief, a!so the ,dat~ and ,the vllriables h;lve been
discussed. Section III, gives results obtained from the regression
analysis. Finally in section IV, conclusions have been drawn from
the analysis .

SECTION I

The purpose of this section is to review the theoretical ~nd
empirical literature on growth and balance of p,ayments and to
summarize the state of our knowledge on the ,subject. The r~lation-
ship between rate of growth of national income and the balance of
payments p.~sbeen tested empirically and can be represented in a wide
variety of formulations. However, these can be grouped according
to two board specifications. Robert A, Mundell ~12,1968) .dep:1onat-
rates that the balance of payments is positively related to the rate of
growth of national income.

Khan, Mohsin (9, 1973) has empircally tested the two alternative
hypotheses, i.e. traditional aad '.MundeJl's poi~t ,of view. ,He has
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treated the export as a function of income instead of being exog-
enously determined. On ~he basis of cross-country regression
analysis, he concluded that the increase in the rate of growth would

. lead to a deterioration in the current account balance.

,The standard Keynesian models have always assumed that
increase in. Income will increase imports and worsen the trade
balance. ':~'phnsonand Jones (4, 1953& 5, 1957) constructed m~dels
in which increases in income worsen the trade balance and improve
capital account. Morina (8, 1967) and Komiya (13, 1969) found
that the movement in the trade balance will depend on the situation
of the economy. Naqvi (15, 1973) is of the view that within the
framework of growth strategy adopted in Pakistan, there has been
an excess demand for imports, which mainly takes the form of
capital goods imports, inflating the capital output ratio and. at the
.ame time'aetcriorating the balance of payments position.

There is much controversy in the literature on this area and we
may not have definite idea about the correlation between balance of
payments and the rate of growth of national income. Moreover, in
the next section we will test Mundell's and Keynesian hypotheses and
aftcrestimatioDs we shall derive some specific conclusions.

SECTION II

The Model " Variables.

The accounting balance of payments of a country is a systematic
record ofc..all economic transactions between the residents of the
reporting.country and the residents of the rest of the world over a
specific period of time.

Balance of payments is calculated by deducting the exports of
loods and services from the imports of goods and services.

Balance of payments, however, depends on the following:

(a) Rate of growth of national income.

(b) Terms of Trade.

(c) Total domestic expenditues.

•

\
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Determinants of the Balance of Payments
in Pakistan (1975/76-1983/84)

We have the following system of the determination of the
balance of payments.

.
13= f (Y, P, E. Y)
B = X - M and
E=I+C

where
I=G+S
C = Cpr + Cpu

where
x = Values of the exports of goods and services
M = Values of the imports of goods and services
B = Balance of payments
E = Total Domestic expenditures
I = Total gross national investment zaa G + S
C = Total consumption
G = Gross Domestic Fixed

Capital Formation
Cpr = Private consumption
Cpu = Public consumption
P = International price ratio (Terms of Trade)
Y = Income
.
Y = Growth in the income
m = Marginal propensity to import
S = Change of stock

All values are expressed in terms of constant Pakistan million
Rupees, with 1975-76 as base year.

Data came from various publicaUons of the Government of
Pakistan and World Bank such as :

1. Pakistan Economic Survey (Various Issues)
2. Statistcal Bulletin (Various Issues)
3. Statistical Paper Series, PIDE
4. World Bank, World Tables
For further details lee the following tables.
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SECTION III

The relults of estimation.

Our analysis is based on the ordinary least squares technique.
The figures in paranthesis are the computed 't' values. The 't' and
'r values with asterisk (*) or double asterisk (**) are significant at
95% and 90% confidence level respectively. The estimated equation
tor the balance of payments is given by

B = 12.89 - 8.9 GNP + 2.5 I:::. GNP

(12.8)* (-2.42)* (2.30)*

F = 29.61* DW = 2.331 (1)

This showl that real GNP and change in real GNP have signi-
ficant ne,ative and positive effect respectively on the real balance of
payments. The same holds for the following equation. where we
have estimated the effect of real GNP and change in real GDP on the
real balance of payments

B = - 17.2 - 2.5 GOP + 4.4 I::::. GOP

(-2.4)* (- 2.89)* (2.25)*

R2 = .79, F = 29.69* DW = 2.06 (2)

Signs of the co-efficients suggest that higher level of income
deteriorates the balance of payments while a higher growth rate
improves it. While considering the balanee of payments, we should
consider the International price ratio. - The estimated equation is

B = -5.8 - 5.8 GDP + 4.4 I::::. GOP + 3.8 P

(-3.2)* (-2.9)* (2.01)** (2.89)*

R2 = .98. F = 42.48. DW = 2.08 (3)

B = - 7.93 - 5.5 GOP + 4.2 I::::. GDP + 7.8 P

(-2.68) (-2.48)* (2.58)* (2'94)*

R2 =" .87. F = 30.36*, DW = 2.04 (4)



Determinants of the Balance of Payments
in Pakistan (1975/76 -1983/84)

All the independent variables are significant in all cases. The
positive regression co-efficients of terms of trade indicate t11atexport

supply is more responsive than import demand.

We have a1'5'oestiinated the'effect'of real domestic expenditures

oil the real balance of pay'ments.

i

~- B a:: -16.17 -9.2 GNP + 3.8 f:::,. GNP-2.5 E

(-2.4)* (-2.02)** (2.07)* (-2.95)**

R2 == .95, F = 14.8, DW = 2.02

B == -11.13 -2.5 GDP + 4.14 /:::,GDP -2.9 E

(-4.4)* (-2.25)** (2.90)* (-2.95)*

R2 = .85, F == 12.8*, DW == 2.09

(5)

(6)

Now all the variables are highly significant. Gross National
product and Gross domestic product and their changes have same
effect on the balance of payments which we have seen in eq (1), eq (2),
8q (3) and eq (4). The interesting results are achieved by the
estimation of expenditures. The signs of the co-efficients of expendi-
tures are negative in eq (5) and eq (6). fhis shows that Pakistan's
society is consumption-oriented society and there is also great demand
of tbe foreign capital, these two elements have negative effect on

tbe balance of payments.

SECTION IV

Summary & ConciusioDD

The analysis leads to the conclusion that the real balance of
payments is improved with the positive change of the real GNP and
GDP, while on the other hand, the real GNP and GDP have adverse
effect on the real balance of payments. This proves the Keynesian
hypothesis that with the increase of income there is more demand

_______ ~--------~--....._....._,,.., ..•••.•••ju""._.,•••."z •••,_..._=.,~~=.~,.,....,...••••••",n...."._.-, •.~Ji
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for the imports and also for the exported product, which worsens the
balance of payments. The effect of rate of change of income shows
that. there, is improvement in the product of import competing::.... .

indultry as wen as that of export industry Whereas the effect of
international price ratio shows that improvement in the international
price ratio.is favourable for the balance of payments, the expenditure
effect determines that the more demand for imported capital and
:)onsumer ~ood8 has negative effect on the balance of payments.
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Analysis of HousehoJd Consupmtion in Pakistan
SHAHNAWAZ MALIK* AND RAFIQ AHMAD**

1. Introduction

The main objective of economic planning in underd~veloped
countries like Pakistan is to achieve a rapid increase in the real

I income of individuals. Such rise in real per capita incomes is
usually accompanied by an increase in the demand for different
commodities. In this situation it is useful to have a knowledge of
the future demand for different consumer goods. The need for such
a knowledge is further hightened by the fact that in developing
countries the increased incomes in the hand of poor people shall
generate demand for consumer goods rather rapidly and unless
the available supplies match this increased demand. inflationary
tendencies will appear. This is likely to hamper the smooth func-
tioning of the process of economio growth.

The determination of the magnitude and direction of future
demand requires a knowledge of number of factors. such as prices.
population, consumor behaviour and incomes. In this study our
attention is focussed on the analysis of consumption patterns in
Pakistan taking into account both rural and urban areas.

The findings of the study arc likely to prove useful in the
following ways:

(i) It will make an empirical contribution towards the desir-
ability of making demand forecasts.

(ii) The results of the study may prove useful to policy maker
both in the industry and in the Government.

• Assistant Professor of Econmics, Bahauddin Zakariya University, Multan .
•• Research Student, Department of Economics, Bahauddin Zakariy~

University, Multan.
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In our analysis we assume that the prices paid by the consumers
belonging to the various expenditure classes and regions are the same.
This is rather a difficult assumption to justify since normally urban
prices, on the avarage, are higher than rural pri~es .. Howe~er, this
limitation may be justified to considerable extent on two bases.
Firstly, the fact is that though the urban prices are higher than rural

!{' .L'~ .. " I
prices yet these differences are not substantial. Secondly. as Brown
& Deaton2 point out, in many planning and forecasting situations it is
possible. to ignore the effe~t of prices and deal with income effect
only since the economist often has a much clearer idea of the future
course of real income than he has of likely change in relative prices.
Since the findings may be used in case of Pakistan's planning
and forecasting models' the argument becomes valid in the prese~i
context,

2.. .4lJalysis of Eo&el Elastici ties

II-I Theoretical Frame Work:-:.J'U ; U,j ,I I. ,- c ~I ' .••

•

The static theory of consumer behaviour tells us that the demand
~Y:9~~s~?1er ~?!~~ch cO,D,l~.o9i~y~an ~;eexp~esse,~ ~~ ~ f,u.nc~!pn of
the consumer'. income and all market prices. Mathematically. wea.,:-.: 1 I /$ II ;,,'. ~ .• - .._ ~ ~ .~•.: , '... ..oJ .•• "':~,jo •••' ;' • J oJI'

can write this relation as :
•.': 'f oJ' - . . <

whare
q = q (Y. P)

. i \. '.
q = quantities vector
p = pr~ces ve.ctor, y = income

vJ •.••.. •. ~" ••••..4

0)
.
....

if prices are held constant we have the relation:

(2)

which is homogeneous of degree zero. Here demand has been
expressed .solely as a function' of the consumer's income, a relation
whh:h is now generaHy known as the consumer's Engel curve for
commodity, i.

1 • :r, -',

In: order to estimate a function of type (2) from cross section, data
we have to assume that, on average, .the differences in consumption
patterns' between rich and poor h.ouseholds can be ascribed to their
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differences in current income. Since prices are assumed constant the
budget must be collected over the shortest possible period of time
and from sufficiently small region for geographical differences in
prices to be negligible.

At this stage we must mention the problem of aggregation. This
is especially serious in respect of time-series studies. As for as cross
section data is concerned (as in the ptestmt case), Fisber3 reported
that in the presence of many degrees of freedom it is unlikely tbat
aggregation will pose any problem. In the same way Cr<1m:e~4p~inted
out thai the data with extended range of observation to the extreme's
was a satisfactory solution and that the efficiency could further be
improved by increasing the numb'er of observations among the
mentioned properties. As our data satisfy this criteria we can assume
tha:t the aggregation problem would not arise in our case.

The simple two and more than two parameter Engel curves which
are commonly used for cross-section analysis may be derived from
mathematical forms such as lognormal distiibuti6'fi fUD,ctions and the
logreciprocal function. Over the range in which elastibity is greater
than unity the double logarithemic or constant elasticity form of
following type is useful;

log qi = (Xi + ~i • log Y (3)

This fUIiciional fofm is quite popular as it gives the elasticity
directly. In the region where the elasticity is around unity the linear
form:

(4)

is a good approximation. This form assumes that the (rope) is
constant. If the intercept is postive this function would suggest an
indreasiilg- elasticity whereas in the case of negative intercept the
elasticity would be declining for necessities.

I'n'the first part of the range of necessities the semi-logarithmic
form;

(5)

is useful since it's elasticity continuously decline<S towifds zeto.'
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For items for which one expects a saturation level a hyperbolic or a
loginverse form is bette"r suited. A hyperbolic form

has the property that there is an initial income below which an item
is not purchased. The log inverse form

ratains the basic characteristics of the hyperbolic function. Since an
item may be luxury at rather low levels of income with elasticities
substantially greater than or equal to unity a necessity or near
necessity at a little higher level of income with elasticity less than
unity and an inferior item at relatively high levels of income with
negative elasticities, it is found useful to employ some hybrid equation
combining two or more simple equations to take into account such a
behaviour. The semi log inverse form

qi = Cti + ~ily ; ~i > 0

log qi == (Xi+ ~,/y ; ~i > 0

qi = (Xi+ ~i log Y + r/y

and the double-log inverse form

log qi = (Xi + ~i log Y + r/y ; r < 0

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

are such type of functions.

All these forms have the property that simple regression technique
can be applied after the appropriate transformation '0 that the basic
model may easily be elaborated in other directions.
11-2: Estimation

For computing Engel elasticitiss formulation of the type (3)-(9)
are fitted:. In these relationships we have assumed that all or most
of the variation in the consumption of an item depends on total
household, expenditure. This assumption is justified on the ground
that in developing countries income is less satisfactory variable than
expenditure since a large number of households, in short run. live
on 'borrowed money at the lower levels of expenditure. Further, due
to nonavailability of data on income and prices we have to confine
our study to household expenditure (used as proxy for income) as the
main determinant of expenditure on a particular item.
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For estimating the Engel elasticities the method of (OLS) is used
on the basis of both common practice as well as convenience. A
Multivariate regression representing the above forms of the Engel
functions can be written as

(10)

When 'q' is vector of 'n' individual observations on the dependent
variable of the particular Engl fuaction, 'y' is the n X v matrix of en'
observations on the 'v' independent variables and '[1-' is vector of
en' disturbances.

We assume that original 'n' observations ar~ grouped into ow'

expenditure classes giving arithmatic means of different expenditures
in each class.

In order to make choice of the most suitable functional from we
used the following distance function which was first used by Jain and
Tandulkaro.

=---w-v
w "
~ fi (qij - qij)2

j=l
(11)

Where qij is the observed level of consumer expenditure on the i-th
1\

item in the j-th expenditure class, qij is the corresponding expenditure
estimated from a given functional form, (w-v) the number of degrees
of freedom. The functional form which gives the least value of the
distance function is considered to be superior on this criterion.
Furthermore we also take into consideration the smallest percentage
bias as culculated by KakwaniG and the signs of the estimated
parameters which are observable on the basis of economic Theory.

3. Empirical Results

The analyses have been carried out with the help of Engel
elasticities using the published data as obtaired through the Survey
of Current Economic conditions in Pakistan (Household Income and
Expenditure) and collected by Central Statistical Office of Pakistan

for the year 1979.
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'The eX>penoiture elasticity (at mean values of 'y' and q) is estima-

tedfofor seven expenditure items. These are presented in tables 1-3.
A p'erusat/of these tables indicate some wetl-known features. First
we:find th'it the elasticity estimates based on different fonns of Engel
fun(;tions differ considerably. These differences arise because of the

fc.""J
following reasons:

*~
(i) We have computed the elasticities at the mean values of

total expenditure. As the relevant variables in the Engel
function are the logarithms in most of the Engel forms we
require the geometric and harmonic means of the individual
oDservations. The grouped data which are available in our
case give only the arithmatic means within each income class
in proxy for the geometric and harmonic means.

(ii) As indicated by Kakwani (1977) different Engel forms have
different residual variances which may have a significant
effect on the estimates of elasticities.

Furthermore, the hyperbolic and login verse forms indicate elasti-
cifies"which do not appear to be. plausible. Their explanatory power
i. very low. The reasons may be that the estimates are based on
irouped da~a and as such the differences are due to the extent of bias..•..... ,-

The calculations made by Kakwani (1977) show that hyperbolic and
logirrv-erse"forms result in the highest percentage of bias. On this
basis" these two functional forms go out of consideration. The
fu!retlt>niil': forms; namely, Semilog, Doublelog and double-log

, inver.S?appeaiquite suitable. Even linear function is not too bad.
To~"choose~th-e most suitable functional forms we apply the criteria as
n:ieIl.ti(rned~in'Section II and find that double log inverse form is the
mo:st~,s"ilitagf~. The elasticities based 011' this form are presented! in
tableA.

'/J(-" pefsual' of these elasticities show that apart from It few
excepfi15ns;' rural' households' tend to have larger values than their
urh\'tCcoilift'erparti. It is' difficult to conclude from this that urban
li~I<:l\are rieiiiring saturation levels. This'may partly be because'
of 'the fact that rural households are still struggling to improve their
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consumption levels as far as food is co~cerned. In case of non-food
group of items. it is likely that higher expenditure elasticities are the
result of substitution in favour of more expensive goods. We find
three expenditure groups, namely, food and drinks, clothing an4,
fQQt.wear, and fuel ~and lighting showing expenditure el;lsticities
below uniW in respect of ~ll three regions and thus depicting a
necessity. The remaining four items show the elasticities more than
unity. In case of house rent, furniture and utensils and miscellaneous
items it is substantially high ... ..'\ ~, . .

Analysing rural-urban differentials we find that disparities in the
cons?mption in rura,l households are narrow as compared to urban
households. ThIs is presumably because of the, fact that rural sector....1 ' .# - '

is much more homogeneous in its population and the nature of its
..•• 1 \ W (\ ~, • ' • ~ - •

economic activity. The high~r incom,e groups are concentrated in
••••• I _ 1 '"" .",

the urban sector, the rural sector has larger proportion of the 1.o'Yer
segment of the inccme structure within which there is less scope for

dispersal.

'fABLE 1

Expenditure Elasticities by Items for Rural Pakistan, 1979.

'- ~""t:.
Item Linear Semi DubIe Log Hyper- D.L.

log log Inverse bolic lnvers

(1) Food & Drink 0.781 0.791 O.86,t 0.491 0966 0.803

(2) Clothing & 0,862 0.846 0.898 0,501 1.087 0.883

Footwear
.#-.'" •

(3) Personal Effects 1.484 1.334 1.636 0.909 1.963 1.623

(~) !louse ~ent 0.949 0.903 0.928 0.504 1.2tS 0.975

(5) :fuel & Light 0.660 0.665 0.686 0.383 0.813 0.670

(6) Furniture & 1.650 1.378 1.401 0.761 2.183 1.475

Ute!ls~ls

el) ~isceUaneous 1.429 1.265 J .389 ,0.763 1.884 1519
.~
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TABLE 2

Expenditure Elasticities by Hems for Urban Pakistan, 1979.

Items Linear Semi Doble Log Hyper- D.L.
log log Inverse bolie Inverse i

I-------- -

J
Food & Drink 0.756 0.746 0.828 0,459 0.905 0.930
Clothing & Foot- 0.861 0.823 0.902 0.491 1.061 0.863
Wear

Personal Effects 1.377 1.216 1.600 0.896 1.784 1.319
House Rent 1.229 1.092 1.188 0.620 1.603 1.279
Fuel & Light 0.594 0.590 0.625 0.348 0688 0.559
Furnitur & Uten- 1.423 1.208 1.256 0.227 1.901 1.511
sils

Miscellaneous 1.326 1.165 1.3L1 0.699 1.735 1.378

TABLE 3

Expenditure Elasticities by Items for All Pakistan, 1979.
:r:sz-=:=:s-:=" _.-. --- . ~.~-

Items Linear Semi Double Log Ayper- D.L.
Jog long Inverse bolic Inverse

Food & Drink 0.746 0.747 0.820 0.461 0.899 0.746
Clothing & Foot- 0.839 0.814 0.873 0.480 1.039 0.848
Wear

Personal Effects 1.462 1.279 1.525 0.835 1.910 1.504
House Rent 1.314 1.179 1.279 0.686 1.726 1.405
Fuel & Light 0:605 0.603 0.625 0.348 0.718 0589
Ferniture & Utensil 1.458 1.255 1.339 0.708 1.919 1.446
Miscellaneous 1.267 1.193 1.339 0.725 1.751 1.363
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TABLE 4

Expenditure Elasticities Based on Double Log Inverses From
of Engel Function, 1979.

r
Items Rural Urban Combined

Food & Drink 0.803 0.930 0.746

~ Clothing & Foot Wear 0.883 0.863 0.848
Personal Effects 1.623 1.391 1.504

t
House Rent 0.975 1.279 1.405
Fuel & Light 0.670 0.559 0.589
Furnitur & Utensils 1.475 1.511 1.446
Miscellaneous 1.519 1.378 1.363

4. Concluding Remarks

We examined regional differences in the share of expenditures
devoted to food and various non-food items and found that urban
households, on the average, are better off than their counterparts in
rural areas. While the share of expenditure on food items tends to
decline with increasing level of household expenditure, this share
shows an increasing trend for non-food items. This is in accordance
with Engel law.

We found rural-urban differentials in patterns of consumption.
We also found that rural sector is much more homogeneous in its
consumption than urban sector. Among different consumption items
food and drinks, clothing and footwear and fuel and lighting appeared
to be necessities. Housing showed an elasticity which is substantially
higher than unity and thus a luxury. This is something one should

I expect since rising incomes would finance substitution iD favour of
better quality housing.

The demand for miscellaneous group which covers expenditure
on education and medical-care appears to be much greater than unity.
This implies that well.to-do section of the population spends propor- 0

tionately much more than the poorer section who can hardly provide
education and medical-care to their children after meeting their bare
needs of life.
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